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Foreword

Multi-scale approaches form at present one of the focal points of the GIS research commu-

nity. This is due to the rising awareness that many processes on the earth surface can only

be monitored and managed if they are understood in their geographical context. Part of this

context is defined by the scale range at which these processes work. If we consider for

instance the development of land use in a district, then we see that this is driven by actors at

a lower aggregation level such as farmers, residents and companies. Their activities are

constrained however by the socio-economic conditions and the infrastructure at regional

level and by the macro economic planning at national and supra national level. An other

example is the development of the natural vegetation cover of certain regions. The actual

state of such a vegetation cover is defined by the co-occurrence of species that form vege-

tation types, which are part of eco-systems. Their development will be constrained by cli-

matic conditions, the geologic and soil condition of the region and its hydrology. Here too

we find hierarchical levels of organization.

The monitoring and management of such processes requires information at different scale

levels. The research problem for the GIS community in this context is:

to decide for each type of process which information should be handled at each scale

level,
to develop methods for transferring information between the different scale levels so that

duplication of expensive data acquisition can be avoided as much as possible, and so that

the consistency between data at the different scale levels can be maintained.

This second item is strongly related to the long standing research problem of map generali-

zation, that is why it is often seen from that perspective. Researchers in this field become

more and more aware of the fact, however, that multi-scale approaches in a GIS environ-

ment can be dealt with by data base generalization operations. These allow approaches that

are quite different form the procedures applied in map generalization and they are more

flexible.

This new research field derives it terminology and many of its concepts from both cartog-

raphy and the object oriented approaches of computer science. This mixture of the idiom of

diiferent disciplines leads often to confusion so that the concepts that are covered by the

terminology become fuzzy. This confusion may send researchers in the wrong direction

when they want to solve multi-scale problems. The subcommission on GIS of the Nether-

lands Geodetic Commission organized a workshop on the 7th December 1995 to discuss

these problems. Five authors were invited to present papers in which generalization prob-

lems were treated from several perspectives:
Ferjan Ormeling presented the cartographic perspective, where the visualization of spa-

tial data at different scale levels plays a central role,

Martien Molenaar presented a data base perspective for generalization, emphasising the

role of topologic and semantic (hierarchical) data models,

Peter van Oosterom et. al. explained how multiscale storage of spatial data could be

organised by means of three hierarchical datastructures,



Arnold Bregt et. al. used the example of a soils database to explain three spatial aggre-
gation strategies and their effect on the quality of the derived databases,

Arthur van Beurden discussed the difference between the processing of aggregated data

and the aggregation of processed data, the production of maps for environmental data

served as an example.

These papers form the contents of this bundle. We hope that the different approaches they

present will help the reader to understand the different concepts that play a role in the gen-

eralization of spatial data and that the different strategies that are presented are of use for

solving multi-scale problems.

The organizers of the workshop would like to thank the Netherlands Geodetic Commission

for the financial support for the workshop and for the publication of these proceedings.

Special thanks are due to Frans Schr<ider, secretary of this commission, who was responsi-

ble for a major part of the preparations of the workshop and for this publication.

Martien Molenaar
Chairman of NCG subcommission on GIS
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Aggregation objectives

Ferjan Ormeling

and related decision functions

Cartography Department
Faculty of Geographical Sciences
Utrecht University, The Netherlands
E-mail: ormeling@frw. ruu. nl

Definitions

As this publication is aimed at both geodesists and cartographers, it seems sensible to first
define whar is understood by the terminology used hereafter: Generalisation is understood as
rhe framework within which Aggregation is performed. Generalisation is defined, as the Swiss
carrographer Kncipfli (rggo) did, i.e. as an abstraction of those aspects of realiry that are rele-
vanr ro a specific query. In this process it is essential to portray optimally the terrain characte-
ristics selected. The point is, ' to render the suitabil ity of an area in terms of a specific objectr-
ve' (Kn<ipfli r99o). So in order to be able to perform specific tasks (e.g. to read off specific
information required) spatial data are being generalised.

Tiaditionally, in cartography graphical and conceptual generalisation are being differentiated
berween (see figure l). Graphic generalisation refers to those conversions in whlch the type of
symbolisation does not change; though it may be enhanced, or even exaggerated in order to
sti l l  be legible, especially when reduced. The objective of graphical generalisation is to dimi-
nish the spatial resolution of the image. But one should not focus too much on this scale
reduction: generalisation can also be performed on behalf of derived products on the same
scale. Usually the action of graphical generalisation is performed on an analogue map (on an
overlay placed over it) or, when performed on a digital map, on the monitor screen.

From the viewpoint of analogue cartography, Conceptual generalisation refers to those con-
versions in which either the manner of rendering, i.e. symbolisation, changes or where the
relation between the objects rendered changes. So it is the relationships berween the map
topic and the symbol which represents it, that change. This is called a semantic relationship,
and that is why one can also refer to this rype as to semantic generalisation. So in this action
either rhe symbol changes, or the meaning of the symbol. From the viewpoint of digital carto-
graphy this also engenders a change in the relationships defined within the database. Usually,
classes or categories are being joined together (this wil l lead to a decrease in semantic resolu-
tion) or being reclassified. But semantic generalisation might also lead to consciously modi-

fring existing relationships in order to structure the results.

This division between graphical and conceptual generalisation can also be applied to the
aggregation part: so one may distinguish berween graphical and conceptual aggregation. For
the sake of this survey even a third rype of aggregation was distinguished, as it could not be



Figure I
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grouped with either of the preceding ones: geometrical aggregation. So this paper wil l be dis-

i inguishing graphical, concePtual and geometrical aggregation.

Graphical aggregarion refers ro the joining togerher of map objects, on an analogue maP or on

a monlror screen, on rhe basis of their proximiry contiguiry or their occurrence at the same

location. The objecrive of rhis joining together generally is a reduction of the resolution. This

reduction is necessary because, even if individual symbols may remain legible optically, too lar-

ge an accumulation of symbols might not allow for perceiving any structure in the image.

Conceptual aggregarion refers to the joining togerher,.in_the.digital l ine model (or-v), of

object cl"sser Io l"rg.r classes ('super classes'), having-a higler level of abstraction. Here the

resol,rtion is reducJ as well, .u.n if this reduction takes place at another level. In principle,

the individual lines or countours will not change' but their number may.

In Geometrical aggregation conriguous objects may be joined as well: enumeration areas may

be joined 
".rd 

th. il"rr or attribute values for these enlarged areas be,computed anew. Here,

boih th. number of classes (because of averaging) and the number of map units (by joining

rogerher conriguous units or objects) will be reduced. It is realised that this can also be regar-

dg; as a formLf .on..ptual aggregation, but the point of departure is different: areas a_re joi-

ned togerher first instead of combining attribute values. As the term'semantic'refers (for the

aurhor) too much ro the attribure contents, this third rype is called geometrical aggregation.

Aggregation objectives

Each of the aggregation rypes discerned here has its own objectives. In all three cases a reduc-

rion of the r.iJ,t,io.r is aimed ar. According to Knopfli (tggo), A good cartographic generali-

,



sarion can be disringuished from a bad one in the appropriate data reduction: in a good gene-

ralisation the cartographer has understood to render the appropriate characteristics in a suita-

ble number'. In conceptual aggregation, the direct objective (i.e. a reduction of the semantic

resolution) is attained by a controlled reduction of the data resolution. The indirect objectrve

here would be to enable or ease the data analysis. The direct objective of graphical aggregation

would be a reduction of spatial resolution in order to generate images that would answer the

communicarion objective (i.e. visualising relationships). The direct objective of geometrical

aggregation would be strongly related to the former: the reduction of both spatial and seman-

tic resolution. Its indirect objective being to provide an overview of larger areas.

Despite this rripartirion it is realised that these three rypes of aggregation will often be difficult

to disentangle. In the representation of inner cit ies on topographic maps, for example, not only

buildings, but the backyards or gardens belonging to them as well will be joined in a new

legend class, 
'urban 

settlement'. This is a combination of conceptual and graphical aggregation.
These various aggregarion objectives have been defined from a conceptual viewpoint.
Aggregation objectives rhat result in data reduction and reduction of the resolution can also
be derived from a more general communication viewpoint. Then one might discern:
l. Obtaining an overview (by a reduction of the number of signatures to be discerned

on the map)
z. The possibiliry for comparison with other datasets

3. Representation on a scale level for which the accuracy or representativiry would be higher

4. For reasons ofsecrecy or privacy

r. That a better overview should be an indirect objective of aggregation is self-evident. The
lesser the number of signatures or classes in the model or on the map, the better the chance
for a good overview. Discovering patterns can also be arrived at by the use of an aggregation
slide bar, as by changing the level of aggregation interactively the possibiliry for exploration
will be optimalised. But the possibil i ty to confirm patterns discerned wil l aslo be strengthened
in this way. In Dutch physical planning the'Randstad'refers to the well-known pattern of a
conriguous ring of highly urbanized areas around a central agricultural area ('Green Hart') in
the wesrern part of the country. But perceiving this pattern wil l depend on the level of aggre-
garion: ir wil l only stand out when the map base consists of municipalit ies. \When smaller
enumerarion areas are used, the ring will not be contiguous, when larger areas are used, the
central agricultural area wil l not stand out any more!

z. An example of the possibiliry of comparison with other data sets is provided by a cls in
which the Ammonia (NHt emission in the Netherlands per 5xy km grid square is compared
ro a digit ized analogue soil map r:to ooo. Combination of both datasets (in order to find out
whether a relationship exists benveen specific soil rypes and emission values) using the over-
lay-technique would lead to an apparent accuracy that should be rejected completely. It is
obvious rhe soil data should be processed first in the same way as the Ammonia data have
been subjected to, and be aggregated to the same grid squares. Possible conclusions will make
a lot more sense then.

3. The situation could arise that inFormation for the enumeration area level selected is not
accurate enough, for instance because the national samples were not large enough. By enlar-
ging rhe enumeration areas, for instance by turning from municipalit ies to districts or can-
rons, rhe same sample could have an adequate representativity. On the other hand, aggrega-
tion can also lead to a perceived higher inaccuracy, by combining areas that belong to the
same legend class: Because the contours berween areas in the same class would be obliterated,
enumeration areas will look much larger, so the resulting values will be perceived as being the



resulr of much more averaging, and therefore likely to be less reliable than the original map.

See figure z.

4. Finally, enumerarion areas can be aggregated because otherwise, in an unit area with 3 com-
panies, rwo of rhe three, by combining their resources, together could work out the characte-
ristics of the third company. So because of privacy regulations and in order to guarantee indi-
vidual data secrecy either areas are being aggregated or random numbers are added to the data
at the lowest aggregation level. Both techniques are used, for instance, at the Brit ish Central
Statistical office.
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Examples of aggregation applications

ln order ro apply the terminology defined above, it is proposed to look at a soil map generalisa-
tion example.This example is derived from Fridland GgZ6). The small area concerned, somew-
here in the former Soviet Union, is characterised by a number of different soil rypes, occurring
in elongated contiguous bands (see figure 3a). This area will be subjected to various rypes of
generalisation. The scale of the examples is about I:Io ooo. Fridland discerns benveen line
generalisation, dominant generalisation, taxonomic generalisation and pattern-generalisation.

a. line generalisation (figure lb). This rype has little to do with aggregation, the only similari-

ry being the artempt to reduce the resolution. In order to realise that in some places graphical
aggregation has been performed. Locally contours wil l be simplif ied, while trying to characte-
rize existing patterns. It is a form of graphical generalisation.

b. dominant generalisation (figure 3c). Here the issue is the assignment of areas below a given
surface threshold value in the image to one of the larger units around them. Because of this

rype of generalisation the number of map units has been reduced substantially; during this
process the remaining contours have been streamlined as well. On the Dutch soil map r:5o
ooo it is customary not to render areas smaller than 4 hectare, if from the resulting unit they
will be assigned to they wil l not make up more than 3o%o. So this is an aggregation process,
but this rype of aggregation only depends on considerations related to the geometry of the
image, not to semantic ones. So this rype of aggregation sti l l  belongs to graphical aggregation.

c. taxonomic generalisation (figure ld). Vith this rype the reduction of resolution is effectu-
ated by intervening in the data model; the number of occurring soil rypes wil l be reduced to a
srnaller number of different types. This joining rogerher of the soil rypes is effectuated on the
basis of taxor.romy. Generally this operation consists of going back a step in the process of sub-
dividing. This wil l lead to a smaller number of legend-units, and thereby to a smaller number
of map units as well. The remaining contours or boundaries wil l be as erraric as before. It wil l
be plain that this rype of aggregation belongs to the conceptual class. Vegetation maps wil l
subdivide into species, genera, families, orders and classes. So an example of taxonomic gene-
ralisation can be a subdivision into genera instead of in species.

d. pattern generalisation (figure 1e). This rype of aggregation strives at maintaining function-
al or topological relationships. The larger part of the sandy Eastern Netherlands used to be
characterised by a land use pattern consisting of t iny areas of arable land (marks), ferti l ized by
manure from the sheep that were held on the moors, while on the elongated meadows along
the brooks cattle was held for dairy products. W'hen one would generalise this kind of patrern,
one would end up only with moors, as the tiny marks and the narrow elongated meadows
would easily be suppressed in both l ine and dominant generalisation. But if one would recog-
nise this complex of moors, marks and meadows as a functional unit, that is as a specific pat-
tern, not to be subdivided, creating a moor/mark/meadows superclass would be a perfect
solut ion [or  general isat ion.

Fridland works along the same lines: he discerns patterns, and his method consists of naming
these different patterns by developing a distinct terminology, on the basis of combinations of
shapes. The definit ions of the legend units in his method tend to be unwieldy, but mapwise ir
results in a much better overvrew.

Another of Fridland's examples works on the basis of groundwater level variations. Because of
these, one and the same sedimentary deposit can result in different soil rypes, because of its

6



site being either on a hil l  top, on a slope, or in a valley. Generalisation of such a pattern would

result in rhe same kind of map as a generalised contour pattern. But by aggregation of these

soil rypes thar only differ on the basis of the ground water level, larger complexes can be dis-

..rn.d. For insrance: 
'composition 

of brown forest soils on the hil ls, with podsolised bruni-

zems on low slopes and pseudo gley soils in badly drained valleys'. This is a rather long deno-

mination, but quire as relevant, if not more, than a simplif ication of the contourline pattern

or an omission of all the distinct areas below a threshold value. Such an aggregation is clearly

meanr to provide an overview. If one would want to zoom in on the area, one could determr-

ne, on rhe basis of rhe contour map or the slope map, which kind oIbrown forest soil would

be expecred at a specific location. So here as well it is a reduction of the resolution which one

arrives at, based on both graphical and conceptual aggregation.

A last example for applying the terminology is a socio-economic one: election results. In the

Netherlands, about zo different parries would participate, and the results would be polled at

about gooo differenr srarions. In order to be able to visualise the results in a single image some

subsrantial aggregarion must be effectuated. Here we have conceptual aggregation by combi-
n ing indiv idual  par t ies on the basis  of  s imi lar i t ies in  thei r  programmes:  a t r ipar t i t ion in to

socialisr, l iberal and christian democrats can be arrived at. Another form of conceptual aggre-

garion can be arrived at by joining together all those parties that have less than 5olo each of the
total number of votes. Apart from that, geometrical aggregation can be applied, by joining

poll ing districrs rogerher, and combine them into municipalit ies. 
'Within 

the municipalit ies

rhe percentages for each party wil l have to be computed anew. Though there is no graphical
aggregarion in this example, t l 'rere is some graphical generalisation, as generally, contours wil l
be s impl i f ied.

Quite anorher rype of patrern aggregation can be [ound in the kind of transformations that
wil l be effecruated for example in trend surhce analysis, or in determining residuals from
regression. An example of this last case is the forest extent in Portugal. The necessary informa-
rion can be obrained fron.r aerial photographs or from land cover maps. 

'W'hen 
a grid is over-

layecl over such an inventory image, it would be possible to estirnate the forest percentage for
each grid cell; by this procedure the values have been generalised as they were related to larger
enunrerarion areas. Possible derived products would be either grid-choropleths or isopleth
maps of rhe forest distribution. These maps would allow one to compare the forest distribu-
rion wirl.r other parameters, such as precipitation or relief.

Aggregation techniques

\What aggregation techniques have been used in these applications?
r .  Adding smal l  uni ts  to larger  dorn inant  uni ts .  This  procedure is  s imi lar  to  resanrpl ing wi th a

larger pixel size. It can be consiclered a type of graphical aggregation.
z. Taxonomical aggregation. This is a form of conceptual aggregation.

I. Pattern aggregation. This is a form of conceptual aggregation.

4. Functional aggregation (see the Eastern Netherlands landuse example). This also is a form
of  conceptr r : r l  aggregat ion.

5.  Cluster ing on the basis  of  enunrerat ion t rn i ts  (geometr ica l  aggregat ion) .

Consequences of applying aggregation techniques

Befbre endeavouring aggregation, one sl 'rould be aware of its possible effects. This is the more
inrportant when the aggregated products are to be analysed later on. In a digital environment
one should nor worry about the effects of graphical aggregation, as the processing wil l be



done within the digital line model (olv) an1'way. Graphical aggregation will only influence

analysis results when analogue imagery will be analysed.

There are both numerical consequences as well as those relating to the perception of patterns

in graphical aggregation. Amongst the numerical consequences are changes that will occur in

numbers, surface areas as well as circumferences of aggregated objects. Relationships berween

the classes concerned can thereby change. When the representation of a forest is being genera-

lised on the basis of the dominant generalisation method, whereby smaller outl ieing forest

areas are assigned to rhe surrounding arable lands, the share of the forest in the mapped area

will diminish. By adhering ro a threshold value for the surface area to be represented, patterns

may change. 
'When 

the clearings in a forest are determined by specific soil rypes, this aggrega-

tion procedure wil l lead to the disappearance of this pattern and of the possibil iry to correlate

it with a soil map. German and Austrian cartographers have developed an extensive casuistry

related to rhe various forms of aggregation and to the attempts to let the aggregated image

continue to represent a correct image of both the shares, the patterns and structures.

In conceptual aggregation joining together classes wil l lead to reduction of the database used

for computation. It wil l make a lot of difference whther one has to do computations for zo

parties and gooo poll ing districts or with three polit ical denominations and 6oo municipali-

t ies. Of course this geometrical aggregation wil l lose one some local differentiation, and the

taxonomic aggregation wil l reduce the information contents.

By joining enumerarion areas (administrative areas, grid cells), geometrical aggregation wil l

lead to a srrong fluctuation in discernable patterns in areas with a non-homogeneous popula-

tion densiry. It wil l also lead to a disappearance of locally or regionally occurring anomalies.

So resulting images wil l be scale-dependant.

Decision moments

Because of a number of aggregation consequences, that can be expected a priori, one has to
decide about the aggregation levels or -thresholds one intends to adhere to before effectuating
one of these types ofaggregat ion.

There is the temporal effect first: in the clustering of areas that occurs in geometrical aggrega-

tion, it is important whether derived data are computed prior to or after aggregation, as this
might lead to differenr values. The mode and the median value for the Labour party percenta-
ge on the basis of gooo poll ing districts wil l be different from that for 6oo municipalit ies or Iz
provinces. The more units there wil l be taken into account, the more extreme relative values
wi l lbe found.

In graphical aggregation a specific minirnum surface for individually rendered map objects
carries a potential pollution of larger map units with deviating units. Setting specific thres-
hold values will have computable consequences for the level of pollution, and thereby also for

the accuracy or qualiry of the map. 
'W'hen 

a specific accuracy of the attribute information is
required, this could be effectuated by setting these threshold values for graphical aggregation
at specific values.

In conceptual aggregation the reduction of the number of categories will have a predictable
influence on the database size and thereby on the processing time for analytical operations. It
is more difficult to establish qualiry criteria here for setting the aggregation level so that they
will answer the objectives.

8
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In geometrical aggregation the level of the enumeration units used will determine the spatial
level on which one would be able to draw conclusions from statistical data. Selecting a specific
aggregarion level means at the same time the selection of a specific interpretation level.

Rendering election data on a polling district level will show extreme local variations that will

mask regional rrends. Labour party results at polling district level for Utrecht municipaliry
(see figure +) will show high scores for polling districts with counsel housing projects.
Rendering the data at a municipaliry level will primarily show the differences between urban
and rural areas. Again, these differences between urban and rural areas would be more outspo-
ken rhan the national trends which would be masked by them, and only be visible on a pro-
vincial level.

So rhe selection of a specific aggregation level (local, regional, national) restricts the possibili-
ties for interpretarion of the resulting image at the same time to that level. On the basis of a
rendering on a local levei, no decisions with regional or national implications can be based.

It should be clear as well that the higher the level of geometrical aggregation, the smaller the
differentiation in the attribute data will be. The number of persons refered to will increasingly
approach a normal distribution, and the extreme values for the smallest areas will draw closer
and closer to the average values.

Selecting a specific rype of geometrical aggregation is another decision moment: municipal
data can be aggregated in the Netherlands to larger agrarian regions ('landbouweconomische

gebieden', groupings of contiguous municipalit ies based on common agricultural practices),
to economic-geographical regions (based on similarit ies in the municipal economic structure)
or service regions ('conor,' areas, i.e. groupings of municipalit ies serviced by the same large
town). Selection of each of these geometrical aggregation rypes will result in a different
regional pattern. The emergence of these various patterns generally can be attributed to an
urban-rural opposition. On the basis of the agricultural groupings (which can be retraced to
soil differences) the regions discerned can be grouped to larger, physically-determined groups.
It would be the physical subdivision of the Netherlands which then would determine the fra-
mework within which patterns are visualised.

On the basis of economic-geographical regions (combinations of municipalit ies with a similar
socio-economic structure, socio-economically homogeneous regions are taken as a starting
point. This will boost regional differentiation, be it again within boundaries set beforehand.
The aggregation into coRop regions (combinations of municipalities oriented on the same
service-town) actually masks these local socio-economical differences, because urban and rural
terr i tory are uni ted in  one new region.

In aggregating grid cells the selection of the aggregation unit (into either four, nine or sixteen
etc. cells), in relation to the dimensions of the topic studied, wil l a priori make predictable
the consequences for the rendering of the topic studied.

The final aggregation aspect to be refered to here, is overlap. In order to account for the ran-
dom influence of the overlayed grid or the enumeration-area subdivision (which will be sel-
dom relevant to the topic being studied), one can apply, when aggregating, a moving average
procedure which can lead to a further dimming of the extreme values that occured in the ori-
ginal cells or enumeration units. This can contribute to the elimination of the random influ-
ence of the orientation and the origin of the system of grid cells on the representation of the
topic. As a form of iterarive aggregation, it is one of the many aggregation aspects whose rn-
fluence on data quality and representativity is not known yet.
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ABSTRACT
Tbpotogical object relationships in contbination with object classification hierarchies appear to be

fitndamental in the defnition of the aggregation rules for spatial objects. Such rules are essential

building btocks for the construction of generalization procedures in spatial databases. A model for
spatial database generalization can be "forntulated based on the syntat of the Fornwl Data Structure
(FDS) for single valued vector structured nnps, as proposed in (Molenaar 1989). The sv-nta\ of

the FDS ttill be fornnlised first, then database generolization procedures will be formulated with

this synnt. Far strategieswill be e.rplainedfor generalization, these are: class driven generalization,

geontetn driven generalization, functional generolization and structural generalization.

An e.rantple of the latter strategv, using a drainage network, will shov hotv database generalizatiort

procedures can be used for the representation of contpler spatial landscape stuclures at several

scale levels. The transition from a larger scale level to a snnller level can then be forntalized as

a set of infornntiort abstraction operations (Martina Casasnovas 1994):
I ) Selection of drainage elentents and the subcatchments rc be aggregated.
2) Elirnination of droinage elenrcnts that ore not representable at the target scale.
3) Aggregation of subcatchntenls that should ttot be represented individually aw more.

4) Reclassification of the hierarchical order of the rentaining drainage network.

The nnin strudure of the drainage system is left in toct W the generaliwtion process. Sonte of its

sennntic aspects in the context of erosion modelling will be efected however. Generalization should

be seen as a database transfornntion, which, like arry transformation, requires a specifcation which

aspects of the infornrution content of the databose should remain invariant; other aspects of the

informatiott contents of the data base night then be affected by the transfonnation'

l. Introduction

A spatial database contains data that represent in principle elementary statements about some spatial

situation. These elementary statements often refer to the relationships between objects and geometric

data and thematic data etc. Query operations are applied to derive other statements that contain

more relevant information for the user, e.g. about the state of the objects and about their mutual

relationships. The semantics of the derived statement is generally of a higher level of complexity

than the stored data. They should help the user to understand the structure of the mapped area,
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therefore they often refer to spatial relationships between the mapped objects. If the area structure

should be understood at a higher abstraction level though. these derived statements could also refer

to relationships among aggregated objects. The understanding of the structure of an area at several

abstraction levels is strongly related to the problem of spatial generalization and multi scale

representations.

Aggregation hierarchies for spatial objects can serve as basic tools for multiple representations of

g"*Autu within the context of conceptual generalization (information abstraction) processes. These

aggregation hierarchies can be based on the formal data structure (FDS) for single valued vectorlnaps

(Molenaar 1989), which combines aspects of object-oriented and topologic datamodels. Point-' l ine-

and area objects are represented with their geometric and thernatic asp€cts. Their geornetric

representation supporrs the analysisof topologic ob.iect relationships. whcreas their the Inatic dcscript ioll

is structured in ob.ject classes that fora generalization hierarchies. Thesc class hierarchics togcther

with the topologic object relationships support the definit ion of aggregation hierarchics of obiects.

The classification- and aggregation hierarchies play an important role in l inking the dclinit ion ol'

spatial ob.iects at several scale levels. Accordingly, thesc structures arc fundanrental in the dclinit iott

of rules for modell ing generalization of spatial inlbrmation at diffcrent resolution lcvcls. Thc capacity

of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to rcgistcr and handlc tolnlogical inlbrnration in colnbination

with object hierarchies makes thcm vcry usclul tools lor tho autolnation of'conccptual gcncralizrtron

of spatial data.

In a cartographic context, generalization can be dclincd as thc proccss of abstracting thc rcprcscntation

of geographic information when the scale of a rnap is changed. It is a complcx pn)ccss involving

abstraction of thematic as well as gcometric data ol'objccts. The proccss usually involvcs two llhascs:
a) a conceptual generalization phasc, which irnplics thc dctcrminatit ln ol 'thc c()lttcnt ol a

representation in the generalized situation (inforrnation abstraction). and the dclinit ion <ll '

rules how the generalized objecs can bc derived l 'rom thc ob.iects at lower gcncraliz;rt ion

level
b) a graphical generalization phase (cartographrc gcncralization), which irttplics the application

of algorithms for geometric simpli l ication ol shapcs and lbr syntbrlltz;tt it l t l  to assure l l lal)

legibil i ty.

Information abstraction in these subprocesses is mainly dctcrnrincd by cxpcrt knowledgc ancl can

be usually expressed as logical rules. These rules arc susceptiblc to bc translatcd as dalabasc

management procedures in a GIS environment (Martinez Ciusasnov:rs 1994, Richanlson 1993). Rcgardirtg

information abstraction, several processes are recognizcd: classification. asstlciation, (class)

generalization and aggregation. Class generalization and aggrcgation arc dircctly rclatccl to changcs

in the level of definit ion of objects when the mapping scalc changes. Aggregation is the conrbination

of elementary objects ro build composite objccts and wil l bc bascd on two typcs ol'rulcs:

a rules spccifying the classes of clemcntary objccts building a compositc ob.icct and

b rules specifying the gcomctric charactcnstrcs lsuch as tnininrutn stzc) and topological

relationships of rhesc elementary objccts (i.c. adjaccncy, connectivity, proxilnity, ctc.).

The synractic srructure of a data model for handling topologic and hicrarchical re lationships bctwccn

spatial objects wil l be explainecl in th is articie. Processes lbr database gcneraliz.:rt iorl wil l bc l i lrruulatcd

with this data model.

A hydrologic example wil l be used to demonstratc how a complex tcrrain situation with scvcral

types of objecs and their mutual topologic rclationshipscan be handled with this grall l l t lar ancl how

multi scale reDrescntalions can be lbrmulatcd.
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2. Topologic Structures for the Representation of Spatial Objects

Entiry Types For Spatial Data
The spatial structure of an area can be expressed in terms of point-, line- and area objecs. Their
spatial extend and their topologic relationships will be expressed by means of a set of geometric
elements. (Frank ea 1986) showed that the geometric structure of a vector map can be described
by means of cell complexes. For a two dimensional map these consist of 0-cells, l-cells and 2-cells.
The 0-cells and l-cells play similar roles as respectively the nodes and edges when the geometry
of the map is interpreted as a planar graph, the 2-cells can then be compared to the faces related
to the planar graph through Eulers formula (Gersting 1993). The terminology of the planar graph
interpretation will be used here, but their relationships willbe formulated as those for cells according
to the concepts presented in (Molenaar 1994). This formulation is then based on
- three geometric types'. nodes, edges and faces represented by the symbols n, e and F
- three geometric object types: point objects, line objects, area objects.
The further developments willonly use line- and area objects which will be represented by the symbol
O, and O,, . Instances of these entity types will be indicated by suffixes.

The reader will recognise that the fbrmalization explained in this paper is to a large extent isomorphic
with topologic data structures defined for GIS such as ATKIS/DLM, DGF. TIGER and DIME etc.,
sce (Hesse 1992. Walter 1994, Marx 1990, USBUREAU 1990). This formalization wil lbe based
on the FDS described in (Molenaar 1989).

Relationships Betx,een Nodes, Mges and Faces
The lbllowing relationships can be defined between the geometric elements of a planar graph:

Fige e, lrus node n, as the begin node
Mge e, has node nk as the end node

' Beginle,, njl : I othenrtse
- Endle,, nrl : I otheru'ise

= 0
: 0

We will consider edges as straight line segments. Each edge will always have one face at its left
hand side and on at its right hand side. These relationships wil lbe expressed by the following functions:
- Edge e, has lace tl at its left-hand side - Lele,, f,, l : I

For arry fi, I f,, we get thenLele,, fol : 0
- Edge e, has tace f" at its right-hand side - Ri[e, , f,, | : I

and again fbr [, I t" we get then Rile, , -f,,1 : 0

Ifan cdgc c, has tace l, at the right hand side and face t, at the other side then these laces are adjacent
at this cdgc. which wil l bc cxprcssed by the tunction

ADJACENTIf,, "f, 
"e, 

I : I (and : 0 othenvise)

the tact that thcre is some edge where the faces are adjacent can then be expressed by

ADJACENTIf,, -f,l : I (and : 0 othent'ise)

Line Objects
The geomctry of a sirnple line object is represented by a chain of edges as in ligure la. The tact

that an edge e,, is part of the obiect can be established by the tunction Part,, le, O,l.The notation
Part.u | | rneans that an entity with spatial dimension u is a part of an entity with dimension v. lf

the edge is part of the object then Part,, I | : l , else it has a value = 0.

A l ine obiect wil l have a besin node
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4 : BEG(O,) and an end node
n, : END(O,). These can be found through the edges of Q , the direction of the object can then

be specified by Dir[O,] : { no, n"}

*:'*

area obiect a.r
FACE left-

right

\
area

a. relationship between edge and line obiect

- /-/

i aain reprcsents

A,!''"Y -r 
(?n*""

b. relationship between edge, fae and area obiect

/
G  _ r - . o_ p \ , ,

object b

fig. I, Relationships between edges and obiects.

Area Objects
The geometry of an simple area object is represented by one or more adjaccnt faccs as in figurc

lb. If a face f, is part of an area object O" this wil l be represented by Part,rlJ,, O,,/ : 1. The

se to f  a l l ob jecs f romwh icha face  f  i sapa r t  i sOA( f  ) :  {  O  I  Pa r t t t l f ,  O l  :  I }

This function relates two two-dimensional entities. If there are overlapping area objects then cach
face might be part of several objecs, but each object will also consist of one or more taces. Therelbre
this is a many-to-many relationship. Overlapping objects can be found through their common taces.

Now it is possible to check whether edge e, is related through face f,. to an area object O, . There
is at most one face for which both Lele, f, l : I and Partrrl-f,, O,, I : /. Il'such a lace exists
then the function relating the edge to the object wil l get the value : I, in all other cases it wil l

be = 0. Hence if edge e, has area object O. at its left-hand side then Lele,, O,,/ : / else : 0.

Similarly if edge e, has area object O" at is right-hand side then Ri[e,, O,,/ = / else : 0.
The combination of these two functions gives for edge e, :

B[e,, O,J : Lele,,O,, I + Rile,, O,, I

If an edge e, is part of the boundary of O" then only one of the functions Ri and Le is equal to I

but not both, so for such an edge we find Ble, , O,, I : I . lf e, has Ou both at its lefi-hand side and

at is right-hand side then Ble,, O"l = 2,in that case it is running through O,,. lf Ble,,O,, l : 0

there is no direct relationship between e. and O, .
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Adjacent Area Objects
When an edge has an object O" at its left hand side and not at-its right hand side and object Oo at
is right hand side and not at its left hand side then these objects are adjacent at this edge. If the
objecs overlap not at all, i.e. ifthey have no common faces and they are adjacent at least one edge,
then they are adjacent which is expressed by the function ADJACENTIO,,OuJ :1 (and : 0
otherwise).

Line- And Area Objects
Several important relationships between a line object O, and an area object O" can be found by checking
tbr each edge that is part ofthe line object how it is related to the area object. This will be expressed
by the functions

Le[O,, O,l e,]: MIN(Le[ei, O.], Part,,[e,, O,J)
Ri[Or, O,,l e,J : MIN(Ri[e,, O"J, Part,,[e,, O,])

For the relationship between a line object O, and an area object O^ we can write

B [O t ,  O" le , J  :  Le lO , ,  O" l  e , J  +  R i [O t ,  O , l  e , J

If this function has the value : 2 then the line object runs through the area object at edge e, if the
value = I then it is at the border and if it is = 0 then there is no relationship. The relationship
between the two objects might be different at different edges.

3. A Hydrologic Example

For modelling hydrological systems three types of elementary objects will be defined according
to (Martinez Casasnovas 1994), these are the water course lines, the drainage elements and their
catchments. see figure 2. The drainage elements are gullies, each element has a catchment area
from which it receives overland flow of
water. Each element also receives water
from upstream elements (if there are any)
and it empties into a downstream
element. The water flow throue.h each 

catchmentArea

element is represented by a wateicourse
line.

The relationship between these objects
is one to one in the sense that each
drainage element Di contains exactly one
water course line W, and is embedded

Water Course Line

in exactly one subcatchment area Ci . A
subcatchment area may be dissected by 18'

its drainage element, as can be seen in
figure 2, but it is still considered as one subcatchment. The topologic relationships between these
objects can be expressed by functions of section 2:

for water course line W, and drainage element D, is
(veol Part,,[er, W,J - l) - B[W,, D,l erJ : Z
this will be v,ritten shortly as B[W,, D,J : 2
i f j t i t h e n  B [ W , , D 1 ] : 0

This means that W, runs through D, so that it has D, at both sides and it is not related to any other
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drainage element. This is a topologic restriction due to a semantic constraint valid in the context

of this hydrologic model. Another semantic constraint is

for drainage element D, and catchment C, is

ADJACENTID,, C,] : I
ifj t i then ADJACENT[D1, C1] : 0

so that D' is only adjacent to Ci and to no other catchment.

Each drainage element is also connected to a downstream element and, depending on is position

in the network, to one or more upstream elements. The relationship between the drainage elements

can also be found through the watercourse elements. These should be directed according to the direction

of the water flow, for each W, we can find the upstream element Wn through the rule ENDW,)

= BEG(W, ).This relation between these water course lines will be expressed by

Upstr[W,, WoJ :1, this functionwill have the value : 0 otherwise'

Due to the I to I relationships between W, D and C the upstream relationship can be transferred

as follows

upstr[W,,W,] : Upstr[D,, D,] : UPstr[C,, C,]

so that the order relationships between the water course lines can be translated into order relationships

between the areas in which they are contained. We will assume here that the stream network structure

is defined so that for each \ with a Strahler number > I there are two or more upstream water

lines W,, but for each W' there is only one downstream water line W' .

4. Object Classes and Class Hierarchies

Terrain objects refer to features that appear on the surface of the earth and are interpreted in a systems

environment with a thematic and geometric description. In most applications the terrain objects

will be grouped in several distinct classes and a list of attributes will be connected to each class.

L.et Ci be a class, and let the list of its attributes be L/.9'( Ci ) : {A,, Ar,....., AL then

LrsT( ci ) + LIST( Cj ) for i t i

i.e. these attribute lists will be different for different classes. Terrain objecs inherit the attribute

structure from their class, i.e. each object has a list containing a value for each class attribute, thus

for member e of class C:

LIST(e) : {a,, ar,...., a,}
where: ao : Ar@) is value of Arfor obiect e

e e C
AK C LIST(C)

When two or more classes have attributes in common, then a superclass can be defined with a

list containing these common attributes as "superclass-attributes" (Molenaar 1993). The original

classes are subordinated to these super classes, for example, the class 'forest' is a superclass containing

subclassessuchas "deciduous", "evergreen", and "mixedforest". Theterrainobjectsarethenassigned
to these classes.

With these observations we find the class hierarchical structure of figure 3. In literature on semantic

modelling (Brodie 1984, Brodie e.a. 1984, Egenhofer e.a. 1989, Oxborow e'a. 1989) the upward

links of the classification hierarchy are labelled respectively as "lSA" link. These link relate each
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particular object to a class and to super classes.

It is possible to add more hierarchical
levels to the structure of figure 3. At
each level the classes inherit the
attribute structure of their superclass
at the next higher level and propagate
it normally with an extension to the
next lower level. At the lowest level
in the hierarchy are the terrain
objecs, at this level the attribute
structure is not extended any more,
but here the inherited attributes are
evaluated. In this case we find for
e :

LIST(e) : {at, a2,...., aL
where:
a, = A,(e) is value of A,
AI  € LIST(C) U LIST(SC) U, , . . .

k > n
a is value of A

fig 3. The hierarchical relationships between objects and
classes and their attributes.

thus A, is an attribute of the class or superclass(es) of e. If the classes at each level are disjoint
so that the hierarchy has a tree structure then the terrain objects will get their attribute stmcture
only through one inheritance line in the hierarchy, i.e. they have a unique thematic description.
We will work under this assumption in this paper.

The terrain objects occur at the lowest level in the classification hierarchy. They can be seen as
the elementary objecs within the thematic field represented by the classification system. This implies
that the decision, whether certain terrain objects should be considered as elementary or not, should
always be made within the frame work of a thematic field. Objects that are considered as elementary
in one thematic field are. however. not necessarilv elementarv in another thematic field.

5 . Merge Operations

By means of merge operations new elements are composed of existing elements, after the operation
the original elements cease to exist. This situation can occur both for geometric elements and for
objecs.

The merge operation at the level of the geometric elements will be explained by means of an example
for faces. If redundanry is to be avoided in a database then it should only contain geometric elements
that carry semantic information, i.e. information about the geometry of spatial objects. This means
that edges should carry information about the adjacency of area objects and/or about the geometry
of line objects. The adjacency information that an edge e, carries for area objects can be found
through the Le[ ] and Ri[ ] rel4tionships for this edge. Suppose that if k[ ] relates it to a face {
and Ri[ ] relates it to face I then the edge carries adjacency information if the faces are related
to different area objects so that OA({ ) t OA(l ) If these sets are equal then the edge has the same
objecs at both sides and carries no adjacency information about area objecs; in that case it might
be that it relates the area objecs of OA({ ) : OA(l ) to one or more line objecs through the
Part,,[ ] relation ship, i.e. there are line objecs for which this function : I for this edge. If however

OA(f, ) : OA(f, ) and there is no line object related to the edge, i.e. vQ + Partrr[e, Oo I : 0,
then the edge carries no semantic information. In that case one could decide to eliminate the edge
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6 .

from the database. That implies that the two faces f, and f, that are adjacent at the edge so that
ADJACENTIf,, f, le,] : 1, should be merged to form a new face f,. After the merge process the
original faces i and f, have been eliminated. The new face f. replaces the original faces in all
relationships in which they occurred and we have OA(f. ) : OA(f, ) : OA(t ).

Objects can be merged too in the sense that several smaller objecs are merged to form a larger
object. An example of such a situation is when two cadastral parcels are combined to form a larger
one. The original parcels cease to exist in that case and a new larger parcel is generated. This case
is comparable to what has been explained for the merging of faces. The new object will replace
the original objects in all relationships in which they occurred. As a consequence there may be faces
of the original objecs that can be merged in the geometric description of the new object.

The terminology of this section defines merging as a process where entities are put together to build
a composite entity, after the process the original entities cease to exist. This quite distinct from
the process in the next section where objects are aggregated to form a composite object. The semantics
of the original objecs is then transferred to the new object, but the original objecs do not cease
to exist.

Object Aggregation

Objects can be aggregated to build composite objecs at several levels of complexity. These may
tbrm aggregation hierarchies which are quite distinct from classification hierarchies. An aggregation
hierarchy shows how composite objects can be built from elementary objects and how these composite
objects can be put together to buildmore complex objects and so on. In literature on semantic modelling
(Brodie 1984; Brodie e.a.1984; Egenhofer e.a.1989; Oxborrow e.a.1989) the upward relationships
of an aggregation hierarchy are called "PARTOF" links. These link relate a particular set of objecs
to a specific composite object and on to a specific more complex object and so on. For example,
'James Park is PARTOF Westminster is PARTOF London.'

For composite spatial objects the PARTOF link might be based on two types of rules involving
the thematic and the geometric aspects of the elementary objects. Consequently the generic definition
of a type of an aggregation should consist of the following rules (Molenaar 1993):
- rules speciftittg the classes of the elententan objects building an aggregated object of this

tvpe,
- rules specifling the geonrctric and topologic relationships among these elententary objects.
Suppose that aggregated objects of a type T should be formed. To do that we should first identity
the objects O, that could be part of such aggregates. These objects should tulfil certain criteria,
which according to the two sets of rules given earlier will often be based on the thematic data of
the objects. Let these criteria be expressed by a decision function
D(oi. T) : I if the object fulfls the criteria

: 0 othenvtse

Regions can now be tbrrned by applying two rules:

NO, l  O ,€  R , )  =  D (O t ,  T )  :  I

belortg to the regiott
( vo i lD (O i ,  T ) : l ) ( 3O i€  R , IADJACENTIO, ,O i I : l )  =  (O ie  R , )

The second rule irnplies that a region can be fonned when at least one object has been identified

that tulfils the first rule. This object is then the seed around which the region can grow by identification
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of the other objects that fulfil both rules.

A region R, can be expressed as a set of objecs, i.e.:

R , =  { . . . . ,  o , , . . . . }

The objects of the region can be aggregated to form an aggregated or composite object O"., the
suffixes express that the object is of aggregation type a and r is is identification number. The operation
will be expressed by

O. , :  AGGR(R, )  :  AGGR( { . . . . ,  O , , . . . . } )

The fact that O, is part of Ou, is expressed by

Parto[O,, O",] : l

The reverse relation expresses that the object O.. consists of the region R., i.e. the function identifies
the object that are the components of Ou, :

COMP(O, , )  -  R , :  { . . . . ,  O , , . . . . } :  {  O , t ,  Pa r tn lO , ,  O , , , 1  :  I }

The geometry of the aggregates can be found through the geometry of the original objects, fbr each
geometric element we can check whether it will be part of an aggregated object of type T. . This
should be done in two steps, which will be explained for the faces of an area object O, in relation
to an aggregated area object O",. The first step evaluates the function:

PartuI f , ,O, , t ,O, ]  :  MIN(Partzrn,Ot l ,  Par t r r I  O, ,  O, , l )

this function expresses whether the face is related to an aggregate through object O. . If that is true
then both functions in the expression at the right hand side of the equatron will have the value :

l, and this value is assigned to the function at the left hand ofthe equation. If it is not the case
then at least one of the functions at the left hand side will have the value : 0. so that also the t'unction
at the left hand side will get the value : 0. The second step is the evaluation of

PartuI f,, O*] : MAXoi @artrI f,, O* | O,l)

If there is any object through which the face will be part of an aggregate then this function will
h a v e t h e v a l u e :  I , o t h e r w i s e i t w i l l  b e , = 0 .  I f  t h i s f u n c t i o n h a s b e e n e v a l u a t e d f o r a l l  f a c e s o f
the map then the geometry of the object O,, can be found through their adjacency graph. For the
edges e' of these faces the function B[e,, O,J can be evaluated and with this function the boundary
edges can be found (i.e. B[e,Ol : 1) and lhrough these the topologic relationships with the other
objecs.

The geometry of the aggregated area object O" can sometimes be simplified by a reduction of the
number of faces. Therefor the edges e, should be identified for which Ble,, O.l : 2, that are the
interior edges. If these edges are not part of some line object so that LO(e,) : A then they do
not carry any semantic information at this aggregation level and could therefor be eliminated.

The example refers to the situation where a face is related through an area object to an aggregated
are object, so that all involved elements are of dimension 2. Other combinations of dimensions might
occur as well, this could be the case when for example an edge is related through a line object to
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an aggregated area object, e.g. it is related through a river to a country.

Two cases can be distinguished with respect to the thematic aspects of the aggregated objects:
- inthe first case the aggregates aredefinedwithinthe same classificationhierarchy and sometimes

even within the same class as the original objecs, this will be explained in subsection 6.1,
- in the second case the aggregates are new objecS that require a completely new thematic

description, i.e. the require the definitionofnew classes or even a new classification hierarchy,
this will be explained in subsection 6.2.

6.1. Object aggregation within a classification hierarchy

Suppose that a database contains the situation A of figure 4, this is a detailed description of a terrain
situation with agricultural fields, forrest areas and natural grasslands. This description might be
too detailed for a structural analysis which should give information about the areas covered by the
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fig. 4, Object aggregation through the formation of regions per class.

different major types of land use and their spatial distribution. A less detailed spatial description
can then be obtained, ifthe original objecs area aggregated to form larger spatial regions per major
land use class.

Figures 4 and 5 show that this less detailed description can be obtained in two steps:
- first the objects are assigned to more general classes representing the major land use types

this results in situation B of figure 4,
- then mutually adjacent objects are combined per class to form regions, this results in situation

C of figure 4.
These final regions can be considered as aggregated objects. The functions D(O,T) express then
that objects should be aggregated per (super)class, i.e. if aggregated objects should be formed for
agriculture thenD(O,Agriculture) : I if O € Agriculture else D(O,Agriculture) : g.

The output of the aggregation process are regions in the sense of the previous section. Each region
is an aggregate of objecs that belong to one land use class, so ifR, is an agricultural region then:

- for all objects Oi e R" is D(O,,Agricuhure) = l
- if O, € R,and ADIACENTIOi, O,J : I and D(O,,Agiculture) = ]
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then O, e Ro
A consequence of this rule is that after the aggregation process there can be no two adjacent regions
that are of the same type, i.e. that represent the same land use class. '

The output of this process could be used as the input for a following aggregation step. This has
been illustrated in figure 6 where the regions of situation C are assigned to more general classes
in situation D and the aegregated to form the larger regions of situation E.
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fig. 6: The second aggregation step for the objects of figure 4.C.

Thematic and geometrtc resolution
The examples represented in the figures 4 thru 6 show situations where the thematic aspects of the
newly aggregated objecs can still be handled within the original class hierarchy. It might be that
the same classes can be used as for the original objecs, but the example shows a situation where
it is quite clear that with each database generalization step the class hierarchy is adjusted; per step
the occurring lowest level of classes is removed, only the more general classes remain, see also
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figures 5 and 10. That means that the thematic resolution is adjusted to the geometric resolution

of the terrain description.

There might be situations where it is not necessary to jump to more general classes with each

aggregationstep. In those cases thenew objects can be assigned to the original classes with consequence

that they have the same attributes as the objects from which they have been composed. This is in

fact the case if we consider the step from B to C in figure 3 in isolation. There the objects 1,5,6,8

and 12 all belong to the class "agriculture". Therefore they have the same attribute structure. They

are distinct because they had different attribute values. Within this class they are aggregated to form

the composite object 23, i.e.

Orr= AGGR(O,,  Ot ,  Ou,  Ot ,  O,r ) .

This new object still belongs to the same
class "agriculture" and has attributes in
common with original objects. The
attribute values of the original objecs
will then be transferred to the new obiect
as in figure 7.

That will always have the effect that the
spatial variability of the attribute values
will be reduced, because after each
aggregation step the attribute values that
were assigned per object will then be
merged into one value for a larger object.
That means that the relationship between

fig. 7t The aggregation of anribute values.

spatial andthematic resolutionisnotonlyexpressedthroughthe linkbetweenclass level and aggregation
level, it also expressed by the spatial variability of the attribute values.

When the attribute values are of the ratio scale type then the aggregated value can often be obtained
by summation or by taken the average value over the objecs that compose the new object, e.g.:

AIO"J : Doi e cor*o,,AIO,]

Examples are attributes like wood volume and crop yield and population. For other attributes like
vegetation cover or population density it might be that (weighted) averages should be computed.

6.2. Object aggregation with change of object classes

It is certainly not always so that object aggregation can be done within the framework on one class
hierarchy. In many cases object aggregation will imply a completely different thematic description
of the objecs, so that new classes should be defined. This is illustnted in figure 8 where farm yards
and fields have been aggregated into farms and these in their turn into farm districs. The aggregation
hierarchy has a bottom up character in the sense that starting from the elementary objecs composite
objects of increasing complexity are constructed in an upward direction (in figure 8 from left to
right). In figure 8 the farm districts should only consist of farms and the farms should be mutually
adj acent so that the adjacency graph (see section 7) of the farms that belong to one district is connected.

It is possible to define aggregation types by means of their construction rules. (Note that these types
must not be confused with the obiect classes of classification hierarchies.) If elementary objecs
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fig. 8: An example of the links between objects at different aggregation levels.

are combined to form a compound object, their attribute values are often aggregated as well as in
tigure 7. Farm yield is the sum of the yields per field, and the yield per district is the sum of farm
yields. The desaggregation of such values is usually quite difficult because it can only be done if
information is added to the system. An aggregation hierarchy has therefore a bottom-up character,
in the sense that the elementary objects from the lowest level are combined to compose increasingly
complex objects as one ascends in the hierarchy. The compound objecs inherit the attribute values
f'rom the obiects by which they are composed.

The PARTOF relations connect groups of objects with a certain aggregate and possibly on a higher
level with another even more complex aggregate, and so on. That means that an aggregation hierarchy
expresses the relationship between a specific aggregated object and its constituent parts at different
levels. This is different from class hierarchies where classes at several generalization levels can
be defined with their attribute structured and their intentions, but where the obiecs can be assigned
to these classes in a later stage of a mapping process.

The aggregation steps in figure 8 show how the fields are considered as elementary objects at level
l. They are defined per growing season as spatial units under one crop. For the farmer they are
rnanagement units, because his management operations are planned and performed per field. They
are aggregated to lots which are elementary objects at level 2, i.e. these objects belong to the extensions
ofclasses such as "arable-lot" and "grass land". These are management units at a higher level; the
tarmer will rnaintain a drainage system per lot and he will decide per growing season how to partition
each lot into fields. These lots might both belong to a superclass "farm lots" in a land use data base
and these again might belong to an even higher superclass "lot" which also contains the classes
"forest lot" and "residence lot". The aggregation step from level I to 2 and the next steps to the
levels 3 and 4 where we have the farms and farm districts show that after each step new objects
are created. At farm level the farmer will decide whether he will be a cattle farmer or whether
he will grow arable crops, in the latter case he has to decide on a rotation scheme. At district level
the infrastructure and irrigation schemes will be developed. The objects at each level have their

, . ' ' ' . ' . ' . \

level 3

nam,,dslriet
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rtg. 9, Classification hierarchies related to aggregation levels.

own thematic description expressed in an attribute stmcture that should be defined in a class hierarchy
according to section 2. In this example each aggregation level requires its own classification hierarchy.
This should be structured so that the generated attribute structures provide the information to support

the management operations defined at the aggregation levels of the objects. The diagram of figure

9 represents the fact that a classification hierarchy should be defined per aggregation level.

This is an example of a more general situation where objecs at each aggregation level are functional
units with respect to some process. In this case these were farm management processes, but we

could also take examples like ecologic development. or demography and many more. Each aggregation
level withinsuch a hierarchy will have its own (sub) context withina thematic field, expressed through

a class hierarchy with related attribute structures. The different (sub) contexts are related by the

fact that sets ofobjects at one level can be aggregated to form the objecs at the next higher level.
There are often also relationships between various classes of the different class hierarchies related

to the aggregation levels as was the case for the cover classes for the farm lots, the farm types and

land use types of the farm districs at the levels 2,3 and 4 of figure 8.

There are bottom-up relationships between the objecs at different levels in the sense that the state

information of the lowest level objecs, as contained in the attribute data, can be transferred through

a process like figure 7, to give state information about the objects at higher levels. There are top-down

relationships in the sense that the behaviourof lower level objects willbe constrained by the information

contained in the higher level objects.

7. Object Hierarchies and Database Generalization

Chapter 6. explained the concept of spatial object aggregation and its relationship to class hierarchies.

In the process of object aggregation the information of lower level objecS is aggregated to higher

level objecs, but in principle the original detailed information is maintained so that it is possible

to access the detailed information of the lower level objecs through the aggregated objecs. The
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result of such an aggregation process is a less detailed terrain description that may be compared
to the result of a map generalization. The class generalization and object aggregation steps of the
approach of figures 4 and 6 have been represented in a different way in figure 10. This figure combines
per database generalization step two steps like those of figure 4. In the first step of figure l0 the
objects of the different classes are first assigned to the super classes at the next higher level in the
hierarchy (compare the class generalization step of fig 4), then in the same step the objecs that
form a region per super class are aggregated to form a larger object (compare the object aggregation
step of fig 4). This procedure is repeated in the second step of figure 10.

This figure shows that the two steps of the example of section 6 reduce the number of objects, that
is why we rather talk of database generalization because the process generated objecs with a lower
spatial and thematic resolution then the original objecs. Due to the fact that the original objects
formed a geometric partition of the mapped area and due to the fact that generalization process
made use of the topologic and hierarchical structures in which the objects had been modelled, this
process resulted in a new set of objects that also formed a geometric partition of the mapped space.
But the result was a terrain description of a reduced spatial complexity as is shown in the stepwise
reduction of the complexity of the adjacency graphs of figure I l. Each object is represented by
a node in these graphs and the adjacency between two objects is represented by an arc. This figure
gives the adjacency graphs related to each stage of a process that starts from the situation B of figure
4 where the original objects have been assigned to their super classes. If we follow the steps of
fig. l0 then we see that:
- in step a the regions per class have been identified,
- in step b the objecs in each region are aggregated to form a composite object that is represented

by one node,
- these regions are after step c assigned to more general classes,
- in step d regions at this higher class level have been identified, these are composed of the

objects obtained after step b,
- then finally after step e each of these regions have been a8gregated again to form the objects
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at the higher aggregation level which is then represented by one node, this is the adjacency
graph of situation E of figure 6.

The reduction of spatial complexity is one of the important aspects of generalization processes as
they are known in mapping disciplines. This process has traditionally been applied in the form of
map generalization to reduce the information content of a map so that a mapped area could be
represented at a smaller map-scale. This process has two steps, the conceptual generalization and
the graphic generalization. The conceptual generalization results in a redeflnition of the mapped
spatial features or objects to reduce their number for the terrain description at the smaller scale.
The graphical generalization is in fact a simplification of the graphical representation of these features
or objects, including such aspects as geometric simplification, object displacement, resymbolization
etc.

When we deal with spatial database generalization in a GIS environment then this might include
the graphical representation as well, but that is not necessarily so. The main aim will be a simplified
terrain description, i.e. a lower spatial complexity to emphasize spatial patterns and relationships
that might be difficult to find in a more detailed terrain description. That means that this process
is very much related to the conceptual generalization step mentioned before, the main aim of this
step is to obtain a data reduction. We will see now that it can to a large extend be defined in the
form of database operations for databases that are implementations of the formal data structure (FDS)

that has been explained in the previous chapters. Such databases will be called shortly FDS-databases.

The process of section 6.1 merely aggregated objecs per land use region, all objects in a region
were aggregated into a larger object. In many applications it is required though that some of the
original objects are maintained in the generalised terrain description, a reduction of spatial complexity
requires the selection of objects that are to be maintained and the elimination of those that have
not been selected. Therefore some rank order of the objects must be generated so that the most
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significant objects can be selected, i.e. most significant with respect to some criterion defined by
the process.

8. Rank Order Selection of Objects

Figure 12.a shows a situation where there are areas with arable and pasture land, furthermore there
are deciduous or coniferous forests and natural grasslands. These are subclasses of the super classes
"agriculture" and "forest". For a representation ofthis area al a smaller scale the data could be
reduced when only the super classes are represented. This step is shown in the situation of figure
12.b. where all objeca have been assigned directly to their super classes.
A second step in data reduction for representation at a lower resolution or scale level could be the
removal of objects that are not sufficiently significant, i.e. objects that are too small should not
be represented at a smaller scale level. For those objecs there are several options. One possibility
is that they are ignored completely, this could be done for isolated small objecs. For clusters ol-
mutually adjacent small objecs we could decide to aggregate them to form a larger ob.ject. The
result of such a process is given in figure 12.b. there we observe three types of situations:

a class generalization b object aggregatlon
@E nat. grasshnd 13 '.'.''.€-

)B 
tot""'

1,12 ' . " . " .€-  1,12
5,6, 8 ---J5, 23

2 - 2

3.4 ------?* 36
7,9,  10,  11 . - -*- - -a-  7,35,  11

fig. I2: Two steps for the generalization of spatial objects after rankorder seleclion by size.

- objecs 5, 6 and 8 are aggregated into object 23 and the objecs 3 and 4 into object 36,
- object 9 was too small to be represented after generalization and has therefor been combined

with object which was large enough, together they form object 35,
- object l3 was too small to be maintained, it was an island inside object I and could therefbr

not be combined with other objects of its class. It has been dissolwd with the effect that
the new object I is now polluted.

It has been stated earlier that two types of rules can be used to define aggregates, i.e. rules referring
to the thematic content of the aggregated object and rules referring to the geometric or topologic
relationships among the constituting elementary objects. In this case the thematic rules expressed
in the function D (O,T) specify the (sub) classes and the size of the objects that should be aggregated.
The topologic rules for the aggregation operations specify that the elementary objects building the
aggregate should be a connected set, i.e. the adjacency graph of these objecs should be connected.

The selection criterion in this example was simply formulated by means of a cut off value for one
ofthe object attributes, in this case the size ofthe objecs. It is also possible that a certain percentage
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of the objects should be selected and that the selection should be based on the importance of the
objecs expressed through the values of one of their attributes. This importance could refer to their
size, but also to the biomass of vegetated areas or the number of inhabitants of populated places
etc. For such a selection some rank order should be defined for the objecs.

Suppose that a selection of area objecs is required for the generalization of a map M. If there is
a hierarchical classification structure, a rank order can be defined for all area objecs by means
of the values of an attribute A defined superclass SCn at the highest level of the hierarchy (Richardson
1993). The selection of the objects can be done according to the following process:

RANK ORDER SELECTION PROCESS I (ROSPI):
)Select At, € LIST(SCt,)
>Assign a rank order nuntber a to the area objects of SC,, so that

(vO,, e SC,,) = At, IO,,l ) A,,[O,,*r l
>set threshold N (rvith0 < N < I)
)seLect the objects O,,for v'hich

a < nv, l rcre (n/e, , , ,^) :  N

The threshold N specifies the fraction of the objecs to be selected for representation at a smaller
scale, in % this tiaction is Nxl00%. The objecs which are not selected wil l consequently not be
represented at the smaller scale. The parameters of the rank order selection procedure are the (super-)

class, the attribute and the cut-offvalue that are used to specify the objecs to be selected. The output
of this proccss is

ROSPI (SCt , .A ,  N )  :  {O , , i  ae  {1 , . . . . n } }

The ROSPI selects a certain percentage of the objects belonging to a superclass. This process can
be arnended so that the first t objects are selected for which the cumulative value of the attribute
A,, rneets a criterion T, e.g.:

ROSP I  a:
)SeLecr Ar, € LIST(SCt,)
) Assign a rank order nuntber a to the area objects of SC,, so that

(vo,, € sc,,) = A,, lo,, l ) A,lo.*, 1
) set threshokl T
>seLect the objects O,,for u,hiclt I < a < t so thal

L u € , . . r ) A l  O , ,  I  <  T  a n d D , t e t t . . r + , A I  O , ,  l >  T

The result of this process is

ROSPIa ( lC , , .  A ,  T )  :  {O , ,  I  a€ {1 , . . . , t } }

For the delinit ion of ROSPI and ROSPIa we assumed that SC,, was the superclass at the top of
the hierarchy so that all area objects of U" belong to this class. Quite often this is not the case,
then we have to deal with parallel classes which form a thematic partition of the set of mapped
objects. Rank order selection of objects can then be made in two steps (Richardson 1993). In thts
process the relative importance of each class is observed and depending on the nature of the data,
given a priority or weighting, i.e. a rank order number i is assigned to the classes of the partit ion

P under consideration. A rank order number j is then assigned to the objects per class according

to the value of some super class attribute. A process of this type will be as follows:
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MNK ORDER SELECTION PROCESS 2:
>Define a measure of class importance I[C]
>Assign a rank order number i to the classes so that

NCie P) = IICi] < I[C,*,]
) Set a threshold n, and
>select the classes C,with i ) n,
)for each C, . ,o do ROSPI (Ct, Ao, N) or ROSPIa(C,, A, T)

In this process the importance of the classes increases according to their rank order. The classes
with a sufficient high rank order are selected for representation in the reduced data set, i.e. all objects
ofthese classes will be kept in the database. For the classes that have not been selected to be represented
completely, one could decide to'test their objects individuallyby a ROSPI or a ROSPla, so that
only the objects of these classes that are sufficiently significant will be kept. But one could also
decide the reject the complete class.

If a thematic partition consists of e.g. five classes, perhaps only three will be of significance to
the user and the remainder can be eliminated. In a wetland classilication structure tbr example,
five classes occur in the Canadian scheme; these are bog, fen, swamp, marsh, and shallow operr
water. If these classes are required in the context of fuel analysis, classes may be ranked with fens
as the most potential for production and bogs as the least. For generalized representations, the class
order provides immediate access according to the context. Similarly if populated places in a superclass
are organized by classes, such as cities, towns and then villages, this provides a general view. However,
if the application were on a representation of unemployment statistics, this abstraction may not be
appropriate since it abstracts first for example, major centres, such as city, town and village, and
then orders unemployment statistics according to the class or major centre in which they occur.
In this instance, superclass abstraction would be more appropriate since it would provide those centres
with highest unemployment figures of their class.

9. An Example: The Generalization of Catchment Areas

Our example will be based on a database where the spatial description of a drainage system has
been structured according the FDS as in section 3, see (Martinez Casasnovas 1994). Besides the
geometric information the database also contains thematic data as described for the object classes.
Let the attribute ORDER contain the Strahler order number of each drainage element. These numbers
in combination with the function Upstr[ ] make it possible to analyze the stream network built by
the drainage elements. Through this network aggregation steps can be defined for the catchment
areas. The methodology for these aggregation steps will follow to a great extend procedures defined
by (Richardson 1993 and 1994).

The database of our example has been designed for a terrain representation at scale : l:50.000
and should be reduced to a target scale = l:100.000. The process starts from the identification
of the drainage elements that are not mappable at the target scale, those are the elements with Strahler
number : 1 with an average width aw < Thr(eshold). The minimum mapping width of the drainage
elements will be put at 0.75mm, that gives a threshold Thr : 0.7\mm/scale at terrain scale, hence
Thr : 75m in this case. The average width for an drainage element D, can be computed from the
AREAi of the element and the LENGTH' of its water line W, hence
ow,: trPgn,/LENffH,

The ROSP2 applied to the drainage elements is then
) select the drainage elements Dnwilh ORDERh > I
) select from the class with Do : I the elements D,with aw,> Thr
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The set of elements that should be eliminated is then
S :  {D, t tORDE&: I ,  awi< Thr} ,
their catchments should be combined with adjacent catchments to form aggregates.

The elimination of the drainage elements Di € S should consist of the following steps

) elininate W,
> AGGR(D., C,) : Cu*
> .find C,,for which Upstr[C,,, Ci] : I
> AGGR(CD', ,Cn) : Co,,

where the notation Co* means that the area of Di has been merged into the area of is subcatchment,
the notation C,, , means that the area of Co", has been merged into the area of C, . When water line
W, joins the outlet point END(W, ) with only one water line W, of a drainage element that will not
be eliminated then the catchment of W, should be merged with C,,,

> fnd C,for x,hich UpstrlC,,, Cil : t
i f  Diq.  s
and there is no Dr,, € S with IJpstr[C,,, Cr] : I
then
> AGGR(D.,Dn) : Din
> AGGR(Ci.C1,1) : C,n,,

The notation D11, mcans that Dr and D,, have been merged and C1n,, means that C, and C,,., have been
merged. When these steps have been done for each element Di € S, then new Strahler numbers
can be assigned to the remaining elements according to their new position in the network. Then
the selection procedure can be repeated and so on until no more elements are eliminated.

A Test Case
The drainage system represented in figure l3.a will be used as an example to demonstrate the
generalization process. This figure is a schematic representation of the Romani Drainage system
in the Anoia-knedes Area in NE-Spain (Martinez Casasnovas I 994). The total area of this drainage
system is 28.53 knt', at a l:50.000 scale it has 37 mappable drainage elements. The figure only
shows the water lines W, with their catchments, the drainage element D, are not shown here.

The transition from the original scale to the scale l:100.000 will be done through the generalization
procedure explained before. So first the drainage elements with Strahler number = I and width
< 75m are eliminated, their catchments are aggregated with their downstream catchments. Then
the remaining drainage elements are reclassified and the procedure is repeated until no more elements
are eliminated.

The result of this procedure is shown in figure 13.b. The drainage system represented at l:100.000
scale has only nine mappable drainage elements. Their catchments are aggregates of the catchments
shown at the l:50.000 scale. The fact that they are considered to be aggregated catchments implies
that the information carried by the original catchments is now transferred to these aggregates.

The Romani drainage system has been mapped for an erosion survey. Erosion classes are estimated
per catchment from the information contained in the attributes of the drainage elements. These are
used to compute per catchment the drainage density in km/km2 and the crenellation ratio in km/kmr
These data combined with the depth and the activity class of the drainage elements determine the
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Jtg. I 3: a1 The drainage svstem at I :50.000 scale representatiott
b) The drainage sustem at l:100.000 scale representatio,t

erosion class of each catchment. When the area of the catchments are summed per erosion class

wc lind in the original situation at l:50.000 scale that 68% of the area is slightly eroded, 30% is

rnoderately eroded and about 2% shows severe erosion. see figure 14.a.

Al'tcr generalization aggregared catchments are tbrmed for which the erosion classes have to be

estintatcd. Although a large number of drainage elements have not been represented any more at

thc rcduccd scalc, thc intbrmation they carry has been transferred to the aggregated catchments.

fig. I4:

slightly ercded

,,,,,,,,,,,,, moderate|erod€d

,:lll: severelY eroded

Erosion classes estimated in I:50.M0 scale representation

Erosion classes estimated in I:100.000 scale representation

Witlr these da(a we lind now lbr the erosion classcs that79,5% of the area is slightly croded, 20%

is mgdcratcly crodctl and 0.5 % is scvcrely crodcd, scc l igure 14. b. Thcse nuntbers deviatc signil icantly

fionr thc original valucs, turthcrmorc thc spatial distribution oi lhc occurretrce ol'the crositln classcs

is rluitc dil l 'crcnt l 'rorn thc original distribution. Thc case is cven worse if wc had cornpletely ignored

thc inlbrntation carried by thc clirninated drainage elements. Then the values would be respectively

99.5%,.  0%, and O.5o/n.

a)
b)
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10. Conclusion

A first observation to be made in this concluding part refers to the role of the developed formalism.

The formalism helps us to express the structure of spatial datasets. This can be done in an abstracted

sense, i.e. without any reference to the logic model of any implentented spatial data base. Processes

applied to such datasets could also be expressed through this formalism. We took a generalization

process as an example. The four basic operations used in the generalization process were:
- the selection of objects to be represented at the reduced scale, this selection was based on

the attribute data of the objects,
- the elimination from the data base of objects that should not be represented,
- the aggregation of area objecs such as drainage elcments and subcatchments.
- the reclassification of the remaining drainage elcments.
For these latter three operations information about the spatial structure ol the rnappcd area was

required. Firstly to check which relationships the eliminated objects had with their environtncnt

and what the effect of their elimination would be on the spatial structure of that environment. Secondly

this information was required to formulate aggregation rules for thc objects that were to be tncrged.

Once the process has been formulated one can choose how to implement it in any environnrent that

is suirable. The hydrologic example of this paper has becn implcmented in an Arc\lnlb cnvinlnlttcttt,

but other students of the author have made implementations of sirnilar applications in an Oraclc

data base, and exercises with Prolog have been made as well.

A second observation concerns the strategies tbr data basc gcneraliz-ation. Three stratcgies havc

been shown in this article, a fourth can be identif ied also. These strategics arc:
- class driven generalization: this is the strategy explained in scction 6.1. wherc rcgitl l ts wcrc

identif ied, consisting of mutually adjacent objects bclonging to thc samc class. Thcsc objccts

were then aggregated to form larger spatial units with unilbrrn thenratic characteristics. Thc

generalization is then driven by the thematic inforrnation of thc spatial data.
- geometry driven generalization: this is the counterpart ol 'the first stratcgy, it has not bccn

dealt with in this article. In this strategy it is the geometric inlbnnation that clrivcs thc

aggregation process. A clear example of this case is whcn the Seontetry of thc spatial datit

has a raster structure. If i t is then decided that thc rcsolution of'thc rastcr wil l bc dccrcascd,

i.e. when the cell size increases, then the original. smaller, cclls are nrerged inttl ncw larger

cells. The thematic infbrmation carried by the original cells should then bc transl'crred to

the new cell according to a process like figure 7.
- functional generalization: the process described in scction 6.2 is an cxarnplc of'this casc.

Spatial objecs at a low aggregation level are aggregatcd to lbrm new obiects at a higher

level. The objects are functional units with respect to some process dclined at thcir aegrcgat iotl

level, the processes at the different aggregation levels are relatcd.
- structural generalization: the generali: lation process of thc drainage network in scctiolr 9

is an example of this case. The main aim of the process was to sirnpli ly the dcscriptirtn ol '

the network, while keeping the overal structure intact. This to the lact that alicr gencralization

the total functioning of the same: system can be undcrstood at a lcss dctailcd lcvcl. Othcr

examples can be found for transport networks, etc.

Each strategy has its own range of applications. Data base users should be wcll awarc ol'why they

are generalizing spatial data, so that they can chose which strategy is ttt bc lbllowed.

This brings us to a third observation, which concerns the semantic ellects olthe gencraliz;tt iclt l proccss.

The data base in our example contained information about thc hydrologic structure ol'a drainage

system, let us call that the primary interpretation of thc data basc. The database cotltained als<r
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informationaboutthearea covered by certainerosionclasses, letus call thatthe secondary interpretation

of the data base. The generalization process to derive the I : 100.000 representation from the 1 :50.000

representation emphasized the primary interpretation. This is in fact what we want to do when

generalizing spatial data bases, we reduce complexity to stress spatial structure. Here the spatial

structure referred to the network structure of the drainage system in relation to the subcatchments.

The generalization process kept the area of the aggregated subcatchments and the network structure

of the system invariant so that the computation of overland water flows per node in the network

will not be effected significantly.

But the emphasis at the primary interpretation was at the cost of the secondary interpretation, i.e.

the generalized network could not be used to formulate reliable statements about the erosion classes

of the areas in the system. Reliable statements about erosion at different scale levels require another

generalization process where we have to specify what statements about erosion should be invariant

after transformation. A class driven or a geometry driven strategy might have been more useful

in this case. This third observation can be interpreted in the more general sense. If we consider

generalization operations as a type of transformation of a spatial data base, then we should make

explicit decisions about which aspects of the original data bases are to remain invariant, so we should

decide what is to be considered as the primary interpretation of the data base. This choice will be

made within some users context of the data base, i.e. the user will be interested in the correct

representation of some spatial characteristics, while others may be deformed by the transformation.
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Abstract

This paper presents the development of the first Geographic Information System that may be
used to manipulate a single dataset at a uery large range of scales (different detail levels). The
design of this multiscale GIS is fully integrated inthe open DBMS Postgres and the open GIS
GEO++. Besides the system design, this paper will also give details of the implementation
in the Postgres DBMS environment of three generalization tools: I. the BLG-tree for line
and area simplification, 2. the Reactiae-tree for selection based on importance and location,
and 3. the GAP-tree for solving problems when using the other two structures for an area
partitioning. Tlogether with the geographic frontend, the DBMS forms the flexible basis
for the realization of powerful GIS applications. The implementation has been successfully
benchmarked with two large datasets: World Databank II and DLMS DFAD. The response
times improve with one to two orders of magnitude.

1 Introduction

The advent of Geographic Information Systems (GISs) has changed the way people use maps
or geographic data. The modern information systems enable browsing through geographic
data sets by selecting (types of) objects and displaying them at different scales. However,
just enlarging the objects when the user zooms in, will result in a poor map. Not only should
the objects be enlarged, but they should also be displayed with more detail (because of the
higher resolution), and also less significant objects should be displayed.

A simple solution is to store the map at different scales (or level of details). This would intro-
duce redundancy with all related drawbacks: possible inconsistency and increased memory
usage. Therefore, the geographic data should be stored in an integrated manner without
redundancy, and if required, supported by a special data structure.

Detail levels are closely related to cartographic map generalization techniques. The concept
of. on-the-fly map generalization is very different from the implementation approaches de-
scribed in the paper of Miiller et al: batch and interactfue generalization (Muller, Weibel,
Lagrange, & Salge, 1993). The term batch generalization is used for the process in which a
computer gets an input data set and returns an output data set using algorithms, rules, or
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constraints (Lagrange, Ruas, & Bender, 1993) without the intervention of humans. This in
contrast to interactive generalization ("amplified intelligence") in which the user interacts
with the computer to produce a generalized map.

On-thefly map generalization does not produce a second data set, as this would introduce
redundont data. It iries to create a temporary generalization, €.8., to be displayed on the
screen, from one detailed geographic database. The quick responses, required by the inter-
active users of a GIS, demand the application of specific data structures, because otherwise
the generalization would be too slow for reasonable data sets. Besides being suited for map
generalization, these data structures must also provide spatial properties; e.g., it must be
possible to find all objects within a specified region efficiently. The name of these types of
data structures is reocfl'ue data strr,ctures (van Oosterom, 1989, 1991, 1994).

The emphasis is put on the generalization techniques simplification and. selection. The core
of the reactive data structure is the "Reactive-tree" (van Oosterom, 1991), a spatial index
structure, that also takes care of the selection part of the generalization. The simplification
part of the generalization process is supported by the "Binary Line Generalization-tree"
(van Oosterom & van den Bos, f989). When using the Reactive-tree and the BLG-tree for
the generalization of an area partitioning, some problems are encountered: gaps may be
introduced by omitting small features and mismatches may occur as a result of independent
simplification of common boundaries. These problems can be solved by additionally using
the "GAP-tree".

The Postgres DBMS (Stonebraker, Rowe, & Hirohama, 1990) is extended with these re-
active data structures. Postgres, the successor of Ingres, is a research project directed by
Michael Stonebraker at the University of California, Berkeley. The characteristic new con-
cepts in Postgres are: support for complex objects, inheritance, user extensibility (with new
data types, operators and access methods), versions of relations, and support for rules. In
particular, the extensibility of Postgres is used for the implementation of the reactive data
structures. The Postgres reference manual (Postgres Research Group, 1991) contains all the
information required to use the system.

Short descriptions of the principles of the BLG-tree and the Reactive-tree are given in
Section 2. The GAP-tree is described in Section 3. Postgres related implementation aspects
are described in Section 4. The implementation is tested and evaluated with two large data
sets. The performance improvements achieved by using the new reactive data structures
can be found in Section 5. In the next section, an enhanced version of the Reactive-tree is
presented: the self-adjusti,ng Reacti.ue-tree. This new version is better suited to deal with
all kinds of object distributions arnong the detail levels. Finally, conclusions axe given in
Section 7 along with some indications of future work.

2 Reactive Data Structures

The term reactive data structure was introduced in the IDECAP project (Projectgroep,
1982; van den Bos, van Naelten, & Teunissen, 1984). A reactive data structure is defined
as a geometrdc data structure wilh detail leuels, intended to support the sessions of a user
working in an interactive mode. It enables the information system to react promptly to user
actions. This section gives a short description of two reactive data structures: the BLG-tree
and the Reactive-tree. More details can be found in (van Oosterom, 1991; van Oosterom &
van den Bos, 1989). These structures axe used for the cartographic generalization techniques
simplification and selecting. There is still no support for the other generalization techniques:
combination, symbolization, exaggeration, and displacement (Shea & McMaster, 1989).
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Importance I

Importance 2

Figure 2: An example of Reactive-tree rectangles

2.! BLG-tree

The Binary Line Generalization tree (BLG-tree) is a data structure used for line gener-
alization. Only important objects (represented by polylines) need to be displayud on u
small scale map, but without a generalization structure, these polylines are drawn with too
much detail. A few well-known structures for supporting line generalization are the ^9tnp
tree (Ballard, 1981), the Arc tree (Giinther, 1988), and the Multi-Scale Line Tlee (Jones
& Abraham, 1987). We use another data structure, the BLG-tree, because it is suited for
polylines, continuous in detail level, and can be implemented with a simple binary tree.

The algorithm to create a BLG-tree is based on the Douglas-Peucker algorithm (Douglas
& Peucker, f973). The first approximation for a polyline is a line between the fiist point
& and the last point P,". These points are always necessary, otherwise polygons which
axe composed of several polylines may not be closed when the end-points are omitted. To
acquire the next approximation the point Ps with the greatest distance with respect to
the line segment (Pr,P.) is selected. When the original polyline is represented with these

.1_:-.8-in-ary--_Li-rre-G_

1
q

l-
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Figure 3: The Reactive-tree

three points Pt,Px, and P,,, a better approximation is normally found. The point Pp is
used to split the polyline into two parts. The same procedure is recursively applied to the
polyline parts from P1 to P1r, and from Pp to Pn. Figure 1 illustrates the BLG-tree creation
procedure and the resulting binary tree. This tree is stored for each polyline in order to avoid
the expensive execution of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, each time a line generalization
is needed.

2.2 Reactive-tree

The Reactive-tree is based on the R-tree (Guttman, 1984), and has therefore similar prop-
erties. The main differences with the R-tree are that the internal nodes of a Reactive-tree
can contain both tree entri.es and object entries, and the leaf nodes can occur at higher tree
levels. An object entry looks like: (MBR, imp-ualue, object-id) wherc MBR is the minimal
axes-parallel bounding rectangle, irnp-ualue is a positive integer indicating the importance
level, and object-id contains a reference to the object. The type of an object can be any
geometric type; e.g. point, polyline, or polygon.

A basic notion is the importance of an object o, which is a function of its type (or role),
thematic attributes, and geometric size: I(o) = f (type,attributes,size). For example, the
size of an axea object could be measured by its area ,4(o) or perimeter P(o). The weight
of the type of the object depends on the application. For example, a city area may be
more important than a grassland area in a given application. This could be described
with the following importance function (without using the thematic attributes): I(o) =

A(o) * WeightFactor (o).

A tree entry looks like (MBR, imp-uolue, child-pointer) where child-pointer contains a refer-
ence to a subtree, MBRIs the minimal oces-parallel bounding rectangle of the whole subtree,
while imp-aolve (I(o)) contains the importance of the child nodes decremented by one. The
Reactive-tree has the following properties which must be maintained during insertion and
deletion:

1. Each node is a physical disk page which contains between M /2 and, M entries unless
it has no siblings (a pseudo-root).

2. All nodes on the same level contain entries with the same importance value. More
important entries are stored higher.
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3. The root contains at least two entries unless it is also a leaf.

In nodes with both tree entries and object entries, the importance level of the object entries
is equal to the importance of the tree entries. The Insert and Delete algorithms which
maintain the properties of the Reactive-tree are described in (van Oosterom, 1991). Figure
2 shows a scene with objects and MBRs. Figure 3 shows the resulting Reactive-tree. Tlee
entries are marked with a circle.

The further one zooms in, the more tree levels must be addressed. Roughly stated, during
map generation based on a selection from the Reactive-tree, one should try to choose the
required importance value such that a constant number of objects will be selected. This
means that if the required region is large only the more important objects should be selected
and if the required region is small, then the less important objects must also be selected.
The recursive Seorch algorithm starts by accessing the root ofthe tree. All the object entries
in the node are checked for overlap with the search area, if there is overlap, the object is
returned. If the importance of the root is larger than the required importance, all the tree
entries are checked for overlap. In case overlap exist, the corr€sponding subtree is descended.
This recursive process is continued for all subtrees, until an importance level equal to the
required level is reached. Since all objects of the same importance are on the same level, no
further search is needed in this case.

3 The GAP-tree

This section first describes an area partitioning as a map basis, and the problems encountered
when generalizing this type of map. In Subsection 3.2 the key to the solution is introduced:
the area partitioning hierarchy. The creation of the structure that supports this hierarchy,
the GAP-tree, is outlined in Subsection 3.3. Operations on the GAP-tree are described in
the last subsection.

3.1 Problems with an Area Partitioning

An area partitioningl is a very common structure
choropleths. Two problems occur when using the
section:

used as a basis for many maps; e.g.
techniques described in the previous

l. Simplification: Applying line generalization to the boundaries of the area features
might result in ugly maps because two neighboring area features may now have overlaps
and/or gaps. A solution for this problem is to use a topological data structure and
apply line generalization to the common edges.

2. Selection: Leaving out an area will produce a map with a hole which is of course
unacceptable. No obvious solution exists for this problem.

A solution for the second (and also for the first) problem is presented. It is based on a nouel
generalization approach called the Area Partiti,oning Hierarchy, which can be implemented
effciently in a tree structure.

3.2 Area Partitioning Hierarchy

The gap introduced by leaving out one area feature must be filled again. The best results
will be obtained by filling the gap with neighboring features. This can be easy in case of

rln an area partitioning each point in the 2D domain belongs to exactly one of the areas (polygons).
That is, there are no overlaps or gaps.
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so called "islands": the gap will be filled with the surrounding area, but it may be more

difficult in other situations.

By taking both the spatial relationships and the importance (see Subsection 2.2) of an area
feature into account, an oreo partitioning hierarchy is created. This hierarchy is used to

decide which area is removed and also which other area will fill the gap of the removed

feature.

3.3 Building the GAP-tree

The polygonal area partitioning is usually stored in a topological data structure with nodes,

edges, and faces. The process, described below, for producing the area partitioning hierarchy

assumes such a topological data structure (Boudriault, 1987; DGIWG, 1992; Molenaar,

1989; Peucker & Chrisman, 1975); see Figure 4. The topological elements have the following

attributes and relationships:

Figure 4: The topological data structure

e a node (or 0-cell) contains its point and a list of references to edges sorted on the angle;

o an edge (or 1-cell) contains its polyline, length and references to the left and to the
right face;

o a face (or 2-cell) contains its WeightFactor, area, and a list of sorted and signed
references to edges forming the outer boundary and possibly inner boundaries;

Note that this topological data structure contains some redundant information because
this enables more efficient processing later on. After the topological data structure has been
created, the following steps will produce a structure, called the Generoli,zed Area Partitioning
(GAP)-tree, which stores the required hierarchy:

1. For each face in the topological data structure an "unconnected empty node in the
GAP-tree" is created:

2. Remove the least important area feature a, i.e., with the lowest importance .I(a), from
the topological data structurel

3. Use a topological data structure to find the neighbors of a and and determine for every
neighbor b the lengh of the common boundary L(a,b)

4. Fill the gap by selecting the neighbor b with the highest value of the collapse func-
tion: Collapse(a, b) = | (L(a,b), CompatibleTypes(a, b), WeightFactor(b)). The func-
tion CompatibleTypes(a, b) determines how close the two feature types of o and b
are in the feature classification hierarchy associated with the data set (AdV, 1988;
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DGIWG, 1992; DMA, 1986). For example, the feature types "tundra" and "trees" are
closer together than feature types "tundra" and "industry" in DLMS DFAD (DGIWG,
1992);

5. Store the polygon and other attributes of face o in its node in the GAP-tree and make
a link in the tree from parent 6 to child o;

6. Adjust the topological data structure, importance value f(6), and the length of com-
mon boundaries .L(b, c) for every neighbor c of the adjusted face b to the new collapsed
situation.

Repeat the described steps 2-6 until all features in the topological data structure are at the
required importance level (for a certain display operation). This procedure is quite expensive
and probably too slow for large data sets to be performed on-the-fly. Therefore, the hierarchy
is pre-computed and stored in the GAP-tree. The 2-6 steps are now repeated until only
one huge area feature is left, because we can not know what the required importance level
will be during the interactive use in a GIS. The last area feature will form the root of the
GAP-tree. Rrrther, a priority queue may be used to find out efficiently which face o has the
lowest importance value f(o) in step 2 of the procedure.

a.The scene b.The GAP-tree

Figure 5: The scene and the associated GAP-tree

Figure 5.a shows a scene with a land-use map in the form of an area partitioning. In
Figure 5.b the GAP-tree, as computed by the procedure described above, is displayed. Note
that a few attributes are shown in Figure 5.b: polygon, area, and perimeter of the final
feature in the GAP-tree. The polygon is a real self-contained polygon with coordinates,
and it is not a list of references. It is important to realize that this data structure is not
redundant with respect to storing the common boundaries between area features. The only
exception to this is the situation where a child has a common edge with another child or its
parent; see the thick edges in Figure 5.a.

More statistical information has to be obtained on how frequent this situation occurs in real
data sets. Islands may be relatively uncommon for many area partitionings, particularly

statistical reporting zones and political boundaries. A solution for the "common edges"
problem is to store references to these edges, similar to a topological data structure. Care

x1,y1 , . . .
area 19

x1,y l , . . .
area 48
perim 32

x1,y1 , . . .
area 15
o€rim 16

x1,yl , . . .
area 18
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Figure 6: Missing edges with the query region overlap selection

must be taken in order to achieve that these edges are also in the right place in the GAP-tree.
Because the tree is traversed (and displayed) in a breadth-first order, the best location for

a shared edge is together with the area feature that is on the highest level in the GAP-tree.
The child that shares this edge, contains a reference to it. The objects retrieved from the

database are buffered (in main memory) and displayed, so references can be traced efficiently.
In the case of a common edge between two objects at the same level, the edge is stored in

the first one and the second one contains the reference to this edge. A final problem is

illustrated in Figure 6 where the neighbor of feature F2 is feature Fl. Feature Fl, which

contains edge E12, falls outside the query region. Therefore, the common edge E12 is not in

the buffer. However, the missing edge is not really necessary as it is also completely outside
the query region. The area feature F2 can be clipped against the query region'

As can be seen in Figure 5.b, the GAP-tree is a multi-way tree and not a binary tree.

Some visual results of the on-the-fly generalization techniques with real data are displayed

in Section 5. The additional operations using the GAP-tree, not necessarily related to
visualization, are described in the next subsection.

3.4 Operations on the GAP-tree

As a feature in the GAP-tree contains the total generalized area, the actual area .4 of the
polygon has to be corrected for the area of its children with the following formula:

A(octuol): A(Parent) - A(chikl)

It is important to realize that only one level down the tree has to be visited for this operation
and not the whole subtree below the parent node. In a similar way the perimeter P of. a
polygon can be computed, with the only difference that the perimeter of the children have
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to be added to the perimeter of the parent. This results in the formula:

P(actual) = P(parent) + P(chitd)
erefl

This formula for perimeter only works if the children have no edges in common with each

other or with the parent. Often the boundaries of the areas in the GAP-tree are indeed

non-redundant. This also enables the use of the BLG-tree for simplification of importgnt

area features at small-scale maps without producing overlaps or gaps between features. The

use of the BLG-tree has a very positive effect on the response times of small-scale maps; see

Section 5.

4 Postgres Implementation

In this section we indicate how the implementations of the reactive data structures are
linked to the Postgres DBMS. There is a big implementation difference between the BLG-

tree and the Reactive-tree, because the BLG-tree is implemented as a part of an abstract

data type, while the Reactive-tree is a new access method. The latter is far more difficult to

add, because an access method interacts with many (undocumented) parts of the Postgres

DBMS. The reader will be spared from the C-code details of the implementation, which

can be found in (Schenkelaars, 1992). The implementations of the BLG-tree, Reactive-tree,

and GAP-tree are described in Subsections 4.1,4.2, and 4.3 respectively. An example using

these structures is given in Subsection 4.4.

4.1 BLG-tree

The BLG-tree is integrated into the POLYLINE2 data type (Vijlbrief & van Oosterom, 1992).

In Postgres, each data type should at least be provided with two functions: an input function

which converts an external ASCII representation into an internal representation, and an

output function which translates the internal representation into an ASCII string. The

POLYLINE2 input function is modified to create a BLG-tree and to store this tree along with

the defining points of the original line.

The process of retrieving a generalized polyline from a BLG-tree is less complex than the

creation process. The output function BIg2Pln is provided to retrieve a generalized polyline.

It is called with two parameters: the original polyline, and the maximum distance (error)

between the original polyline and the generalized polyline. Note that in this manner, the

database does not return unnecessary points to the application, which can save a substantial
amount of data transfer time. For polygons a similar implementation is created: the P0LY-

G0N2 data type with the output function Blg2Pgn.

4.2 Reactive-tree

In order to use the Reactive-tree as a new access method, some meta information must be

inserted in the following Postgres system tables: pg-u, pg-proc, Pg-oPerator, pg-opclass,
pg-uop, and pg-aroproc. An access method has to be registered in the table pg-a&. This is

done with the following query:

append pg-an(
:mname = t tReact iveTreet t ,  a l lo l tner = t t6t t ,

amstrategies = 8, a.nsupport = 6,
angettuple = rrreactgettuple'r, aminsert = rrreactinserttt,

t
childQchild
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amdelete = rrreactdeletett,

altrescan = rrreactlescaDtt,

aruoarkpos = ttreactnarkpostt,

arnbuild = "reactbui ld")

ambeginsca.n' = t treactbeginscantt,

a.nendscan = rrreacteDdscartt ,

anrestrpos = ttreactrestrpostt,

The first attribute contains the name ofthe new access method (ReactiveTree). The second
attribute indicates the user-id of the owner of the access method; in this case user-id number
6. In Postgres an access method is based on:

1. A set of (boolean) access method user tunctions to indicate the relative position of
two objects; in case of a 2D spatial index this set contains 8 (anstrategies) el-
ements. For the Reactive'tree these are called: Left2ReaRea, 0verleft2ReaRea,
0verlap2ReaRea, Right2ReaRea, 0verrgt2ReaRea, Equal2ReaRea, Coutain2ReaRea,
and ContBy2ReaRea. Fbr each of these functions an operator symbol has to be defined
(in the pg-operator table), which can be manipulated by the query optimizer. These
will be called the access method user operators and are numbered according to the
following sequence ((, &(, &&, &>, )), -=, -, and @.

2. A set of access method proceduresi in case ofthe Reactive-tree 6 (ansupport) functions
are needed and numbered in the order: Union2ReaRea, Inter2ReaRea, Size2Rea,
IsObj ect2Rea, l lakeTree0bj2Rea, React2Inp.

3. A fixed set of occess method rnanipulation functions:

. amgettuple contains the name of the function which performs an index seaxch:
reactgettuple;

o aninsert contains the function which inserts a tuple in the index: reactinsertl
r amdglsls contains a function which deletes a tuple from the index: reactdeletel
o ambeginscan contains a function which initializes an index scan: reactbeginscaal
. emresc.n contains a function which rescans a previous started scanr reactrescan;
o amendscan contains a function which ends an index scan: reactendscan;
o ammarlp6s contains a function which marks a position in a scan: reactrnarkposl
r amrestrpos contains a function which releases a marked position in the scan:

reactrestrpos;
o ambuild contains a function which initializes the index and add all tuples that

are in the relation: reactbuild.

All these functions (access method user functions, access method procedures, and access
method manipulation functions) must be registered in the pg-proc table. This is done, for
example for the reactinsert, as follows:2

define function reactbuild (language = "c", returntype = int4)
as "$REACTHOME/reactree. o"

For each data type the user wants to access with the defined access method, an "operator
class" has to be defined (in the pg-opclass table). An operator class collects both ac-
cess method procedures (registered in the pg-anproc table) and access method operators
(registered in pg-arnop table).

2One problem arises: the functions often need arguments of types that do not exist as standard Postgres
types. For example leactiDselt needs a Relation type. Therefore no arguments, and an int4 as return
value, are defined in the function definition. Postgres does no type checking in this case. Only the number
of arguments the function €xpects, has to be provided:
definc fuactio! reactils€rt (language = "c", returntype = int4) ag "IREACTH0ME/rcacttrcc'o"
replace pg-proc (proaargs = 2) rrh€!6 pg-proc.pronane - "reactinsert"
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In order to make sensible use of the Reactive-tree, a data type is required that possesses both

a geometric attribute and an importance level. For this purpose a new type was created:

REACTIVE2, which contains a bounding box and an importance level.

The following sequence of Postquel queries shows the registration of the operator class

Reactive2-op in the pg-opclass table, and examples of adding a operator respectively a
procedure to the pg-anop table respectively to the pg-anproc table.

append pg-opclass (opcname = "Reactj.ve2-ops")

append pg-anop(
anopid = ern.o idr  amopcla id = opc.o id,
anopop r  =  op r .o id ,  anops t ra tegy  =  "1 " : : i n t2 ,  . . . )
froro opc in pg-opclass, opr in pg-operator,

opt in pg-tXpe, am in pg-an
where opr.oprname = rr<<rr and opt.tyPna.De = "REACTIVE2" end

opt .o id = opr .oprr igbt  and opt .o id = opr .opr lef t  and
arn.annarne = ttReactiveTreeI and opc.oPcname = "Reactive2-ops"

append pg-arnproc(
amid = am.oid,  anopcla id = opc.o id,
amproc = proc.o id,  a.mprocnum = t t l t t : : in t2)

froro opc in pg-opcIass, proc in pg-proc,
aro in pg-aro

where an.annalne = ttReactiveTree'r and

opc.opcnine = t 'Reactive2-ops" and proc.pronane = ttUnion2ReaRea"

4.3 GAP-tree

A possible implementation difficulty of the GAP-tree is the fact that it is a multi-way tree
and not a binary tree. Therefore, a simple linear version has been derived from the GAP-tree

by putting the features in a list based on their level in the tree. The top level feature in the

tree will be the first element of this list, the second level features will follow, and so on. For

example, the linear list for the scene in Figure 5 is: cRlss, FoREsr, CORNFIELD, TowN,

LAKE, CENTER, PARK, INDUSTRY, ISLAND, PoND. When the polygons are displayed in this

order, a good map can be produced without the GAP-tree. However, it is very difficult to

compute the actual area without the GAP-tree.

As mentioned before, the on-the-fly generalization has been developed within the Postgres

DBMS environment. Postgres is an extensible relational system. A relation does not guar-

antee any order among its elements. A good display can be obtained by sorting on the

sequence number in the list or on the area of the feature.

4.4 Example

In this subsection an example of the use of the Rpactive-tree, BLG-tree, and GAP-tree will

be given. The Reactive-tree access method can be defined before any tuples are added to

the relation, or one can first insert all tuples and decide later that a Reactive'tree is needed.
The following two Postquel queries show the definition of the user table AreaFeature and
the definition of a Reactive-tree index on this table using the Reactive2-ops operator class.

create AreaFeature (Height=int2, Idcode=int2, Tree=int2,
Roof=int2, shape=P0LYG0N2, reactive = REACTM2)\g
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define index af- index

using ReactiveTree

on AreaFeature
(react ive React  ive2-ops)  \g

Figure 7: Using the GAP/Reactive-tree and BLG-tree (DLMS DFAD; coarse map)

Figures 7 and 8 show the DLMS DFAD data set in the "interactive use" of the Reactive-
tree, the BLG-tree, and the GAP-tree in the Postgres GIS frontend GEO++ (Vijlbrief &
van Oosterom, 1992). Note that no visual loss of information occurs at the top map which

is created from the same geographic data set. The GEO++ system automatically generates

Postquel queries with the proper values for the BLG-tree and the Reactive-tree depending
on the current scale. For the map in Figure 7 the following query is generated:

retrieve (b1g-pgn2= Blg2Pgn(AreaFeature. shape, "0. 01 " : : f loat4) )
where AreaFeature. reactive && " ( 13 ,40 ,23 ,47 ,2) " : : REACTIVE2
sort by AreaFeature.oid

The Postgres query optimizer automatically selects the Reactive-tree access method when

evaluating this query. The BLG-tree is used by specifying the function Blg2Pga in the target

list of the query. The linearized GAP-tree is reflected by the sort by clause of the query.

5 Performance Results

In this section the benchmarks of the reactive data structures are presented. In subsection

5.1 is The World Databank II (WDB II; see Figure 9) (Gorny & Carter, 1987) test described.
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Figure 8: Using the GAP/Reactive-tree and BLG-tree (DLMS DFAD; detail map)

In subsection 5.2 are the results shown of the tests with the DLMS DFAD3 data (DMA,
1986) of the former Republic of Yugoslavia presented.

The tests were performed on a Sun SPARCstation II (32Mb main memory) under SunOs
4.1.2. The data was retrieved over a network file system by Postgres. The special test
program is a simple Postgres frontend application. The response time was measured rvith
the Unix time command. The test program needs a parameter which indicates the size of
the search area. This size is used to calculate which importance values are retrieved: thus
less important features are retrieved when the area is smaller. Of course, the user could
overule the level of importance, as generated by the frontend, in a specific query.

The R-tree has no mechanism to select on importance level, that is why the R-tree retrieves
much more objects in the larger areas. The following cases were tested: no index structure,
an R-tree index, an R-tree index and a BLG-tree, a Reactive-tree index and a BLG-tree.
The test on the DLMS DFAD data set ,uses the GAP-tree too in the last case. In all test,
ten random area queries are executed. T'he presented response time is in seconds and is the
average time over the ten randomly generated queries. The Reactive-tree uses importance
levels to reduce the number of selected objects at the more coarse level. Actually, the
information density (i.e., the number of displayed features) should remain equal under the
varying scales.

3DLMS (Digital LandMass) DFAD (Digital Feature Analyses Data) Level t has a data density which can
be compared to 1:200,000 scale map
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Figure 9: Using the Reactive-tree and BLG-tree (WDB II)

5.1 The World Data Bank II Test

The WDB II set is not ideal for the Reactive-tree because the number of objects does not

increase enough when a lower importance level is reached. But because of the very large

polylines in the dataset, the BLG-tree resulted in a substantial performance improvement.

The total number of features in this data set is 38.096.

First the raw data needed to be translated into Postgres tuples. This resulted in a database

of approximate 120Mb (116Mb user data, 3l\,Ib index, lMb Postgres meta-data).

Queries which selected tuples at four different area sizes were executed. The area sizes raried

from 32 x 32 degrees to 4 x 4 degrees latitude/longitude. These area sizes were selected

because in each area decrement, one level of detail more is shown. The Reactive-tree in the

WDB II test used importance levels form 1 to 4.

5.2 The DLMS DFAD Test

In this section the results of the performance tests of the combined use of the GAP-tree,

the Reactive-tree, and the BLG-tree are presented. The DLMS DFAD data of the former

Republic of Yugoslavia is used. Only the area features are used in order to evaluate the

effectiveness of the GAP-tree.

The visual results of the on-the-fly generalization techniques can be seen in Figures 7 and

8. All maps, including the overview in the upper right, are generated by the same query
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with only different sized retrieved regions. DLMS DFAD can be regarded as land-use data
with over 100 different area classifications, such as: lake, water, trees, sand, swamp, tundra,
snow/ice, industry, commercial, recreational, residential, etc. A few notes with respect to
the visualization:

1. Many colors on the screen are lost in the gray scales of the printer.

2. As the emphasis is on the GAP-tree, the line and points features have been omitted,
resulting in an incomplete map.

3. In the upper right corner of each figure, an overview of the region is shown without
the mainland of Italy.

4. Though the DLMS DFAD data is stored in a seamless database, it has been digitized on
a map sheet base. During this process similar features have been classified differently;
see Figure 7 near the 44 degrees meridian.

The DLMS DFAD test database contains 70.272 area features (requiring about 60Mb) which
are given an importance value ra^nging from I to 5, at each level the more detailed level
contains about one order of magnitude more features. Queries which selected tuples at five
different area sizes were executed. The area sizes varied from 1.6 x 1.6 degrees to 0.1 x 0.1

No Index

R-tree

R-tree and BLG-tree

Reactive-tree and BLG-lree
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Figure 10: The average response time of the index structures in WDB II
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Figure 11: The average response time of the index structures in DLMS DFAD
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Table 1: Area and the WDB IIsizes and the averaae number of returned ot tn
Area (in square degrees) 16 64 256 t024
No index 16.2 45.9 244.2 1380.4
K-tree t6.2 45.9 244.2 1380.4
K-tree & 5LG-tree 16.2 45.9 244.2 1380.4
Keactlve-tree t|, bLu-tree IU .7 23.8 67.0 257.6

degrees latitude/longitude. The use of the GAP-tree will make sure that the map does not
contain gaps when omitting the less important axea features.

5.3 Results Analysis

The difference in response time between the Reactive-tree and the R-tree is decreasing when
moving to smaller areas, since the difference in the number of returned objects is narrowing.
Tables 1 and 2 show the average number of returned objects for each method. In a similar
way, the BLG-tree is more effective when used in a large area search. In that case, a lot of
polyline or polygon points can be omitted.

Table 2: A and the number of returned ob DLMS DFAD: Area slzes a ln
Area (in square degrees) 0.01 0.04 0.16 0.64 2.56
No rnclex 25.9 64.7 198.0 723.6 2262.3
R-tree 25.9 64.7 198.0 723.6 2262.3
R-tree & BLG-tree 25.9 64.7 I9E.U T2J.A 2262.3
GAP /Reactive-tree & BLG-tree 25.9 52.8 43.6 55.8 48.7

All in all, the Reactive-tree in combination with the BLG-tree gives very good improvements.
The process of selection and generalization results in a better map without too much detail.
The selection could be done with the R-tree, but in that case a user should change the queries
on every scale, in order to select only the desired objects. Also, the important objects would
then be located at the leaf level in the tree just as the other objects, which would slow down
the small-scale queries. Figures 10 and 11 show the response times of the different methods,
while Tables 3 and 4 show the same information in tabular form.

Using no index at all, results in extremely long response times for data sets of the presented
size even for relatively small query regions: 205 seconds for WDB II (16 square degrees)
and 113 seconds for DLMS DFAD (0.01 square degrees); see Tables 3 and 4. This is due to
the fact that a sequential scan over the whole data set has to be performed. Using a spatial
index structure enhances the performance for small query regions dramatically as can be
seen in Figures 10 and 11.

For very small query regions, using the R-tree and BLG-tree, is even slightly more efficient

Table 3: sizes and the time in WDB IIrea res
Area (rn square desrees) 16 64 256 7024
No index 205.5 21.t.2 ZJU.U J46.6
tt-tree 3.4 7.0 27.0 143.5
R-tree & BLG-tree 1.8 2.2 5.0 15.3
Reactive-tree & BLG-tree 2.3 2.6 3.2 4.9

of
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Table 4: Area and the time in DLMS DFADslzes a ln
Area (in square degrees) U.UI 0.04 0.16 0.64 2.56
No index 113.8 tr7.7 127.L 183.4 378.7
R-tree 6.6 LU.2 r9.0 80.5 285.8
K-tree & ItLG-tree 4.3 o . / 8.1 2t.2 6r.2
GAP/Reactive-tree & BLG-tree 5.4 6.9 / . D 9.7 7.3

than using the Reactive-tree and the BLG-tree. The reason for this is the small overhead
in using a user-defined access method (Reactive-tree) instead of a Postgres build-in access
method (R-tree). The differences are very small. However, the R-tree/BlG-tree response
times increase a lot when the query size regions increases. This is caused by the large number
of objects which do not need to be retrieved when using the Reactive-tree/BlG-tree. This
makes it possible to achieve more or less constant response times irrespective of the size of
the query region: always less than 5 seconds for WDB II and always less than 10 seconds
for the DLMS DFAD.

If geometrically close objects are guaranteed stored close together on disk, some extra speed
may be gained. The Reactive-tree does not give such a guarantee, it depends on the inserting
order, whether two geometrically close objects are also stored close on disk. Clusfering can
be used to improve this storage aspect. In Postgres, a simple kind of clustering can be easily
simulated by retrieving the objects using a rectangle that contains all the objects. In fact,
an access method scan is performed. When the objects are stored in a new relation in the
retrieved order, geometrically close objects are stored close together on disk. This reduces
the number of disk pages to be fetched for spatial queries and therfore the results will be
returned faster.

6 Self-AdjustingReactive-tree

In this section another type of Reactive-tree is presented: the self-adjusting Reactiue-tree.
A drawback of the normal Reactive-tree, as presented in 2.2, is that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the levels in the tree and the importance values. This is no problem
if there is a hierarchical distribution of the data with respect to the importance values and
when these values are properly numbered. However, in case the distribution is different, one
would still want the Reactive-tree to behave in an efficient manner. The same is true if the
user would decide only to use 

((strangely" 
numbered importance ralues; e.g. 1, 10, 15, 50,

and 900. The pseudo-roots may cause the tree to be underfull and badly balanced.

The one-to-one correspondence between tree levels and importance values probably will have
to be abandoned. It is then possible that objects of different importance are stored in the
same node (at the sarne tree level), as long as less important objects are never stored in
nodes oboue more important objects. It might also be convenient to store objects of the
same importance at different tree levels if this helps to get a well-filled and balanced tree.
There are two ways in which this new object ordering may be carried out:

o In a global manner: nowhere in the tree is it allowed that a less important object is
stored on a higher tree level than a more important object.

o In a local manner: if a node contains an object of a certain importance than the
sub-tree below this node may not contain more important objects.

It is not difficult to see that if the global ordering has to be satisfied, it is then impossible to
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always get a well-filled (and balanced) tree. For example, in the case that there is a strange
data distribution, such as: a large number of important objects to the left-hand side of the
scene and a number of less important objects located to the far right-hand side. Objects
which are spatially far apart should not be stored in the same sub-tree. However, if they are
stored in different subtrees, then the less important objects would be stored tgo high unless
there is a path of (nearly empty) pseudo-roots.

Therefore, we abandoned the global ordering and tried to design a Reactive-tree which sat-
isfies the less strict Iocal object ordering. In subsequent research we will carry out practical
testing with both the normal Reactive-tree and the self-adjusting Reactive.tree for different
data sets; both well and badly distributed.

The self-adjusting Reactive-tree satisfies the following defining properties:

1. For each object entry (MBR, imp-ualue, object-id), MBRis the smallest axes-parallel
rectangle that geometrically contains the represented object of importance imp-value.
The most important objects have the lowest importa,nce values.

2. For each tree entry (MBR, imp-ualue, child-pointer), MBR is the smallest axes-parallel
rectangle that geometrically contains all rectangles in the child node and imp-ualue is
the importance of the child-node adequately decremented.

3. All the nodes on the same level are in the same importance value range. This implies
that it is not possible that a subtree contains object entries that are more important
(lower importance value) than the object entries in the parent of this subtree.

4. Every node contains between m(! M 12) and M object entries and/or tree entries.

5. The importance of the tree entries is less or equal to the importance value of the least
important (highest importance value) object entry in every node.

6. The root contains at least 2 entries unless it is a leaf.

The fact that the empty tree satisfies these properties and that the Insert and Delete algo-
rithms (Schenkelaars, 1992) do not destroy them, guarantees that a self-adjusting Reactive-
tree always exists.

7 Conclusion

After the Reactive-tree and BLG-tree, the GAP-tree forms a new important step towards
the realization of an interactive multi-scale GIS. It is now possible to interactively browse
through large geographic data sets. In both the DLMS DFAD database (70.000 features,
60 Mb) and the WDB II database (38.000, 120 Mb) it is now possible to get map displays
at any required scale in about five seconds. In the near feature, more tests with datasets
are planned; e.g., with the Topographic base map of The Netherlands. An interesting open
question is how to assign importance values automatically to features when building the
Reactive-tree for a new data set.

A new reactive data structure is presented: the self-adjusting Reactive-tree, which should be
even more effective. F\rture implementation and testing will have to confirm this expectation.
Another question which still has to be answered is: When is it better to store the BLG-tree
and when is computing a generalized line on the fly preferred? This is a matter of balancing
CPU and disk speed.

F\rrther research is also required to determine how the GAP-tree can be maintained efficiently
under edit operations. Additional further research topics are: the use of (dynamic) clustering
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techniques, and the design and implementation of other generalization techniques to support:
combination, symbolization, and displacement.
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Abstract

Generalization of spatial data is frequently applied in geographical information processing.
At the DLO Winand Staring Centre this is particular the case in generating input data for
simulation models to be applied on a regional or national level. Until now the generalization
process has been mainly manual, which is a time-consuming and subjective procedure. In
order to overcome these problems research was done on practical automated methods for
generalization of area objects. Three methods for gencralizing area objects were compared.
The first method is based on the geometry of objects, the second method on the attributes of
objects, and the third method uses a combination of geomctry and attributes. The last two
methods incorporate procedures for application specific generalization. To evaluate the
effects of the different methods various effect measures were defined. These effect measures
can be used by the user to select the most appropriate generalization method and procedure
for his application.

Introduction

Automated generalization of spatial data continues to attract the attention of researchers,
software producers and users in the GIS community. Recently, a book on tle subject has
been published by Miiller et al. (1995a), describing the results of a specialist meeting in
France. Most authors in this book argue that automated generalization is of major
importance to spatial-data handling. When going through the different papers in the book,
one can, however, not. suppress the feeling that the generalization issue is far from solved.
More questions are raised than answers given.
Some of the problems mentioned are (Miiller et al., 1995b):
- the subjective character of most of the manual generalization procedures, which makes full

automation extremely difficult;
- the lack of quantification of the effects of generalization;
- the lack of application-oriented generalization procedures.
This paper discusses the results of a research project on automated generalization of area
objects. In this project special attention was paid to the problems mentioned above, such as
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reproducibility, application orientation and generalization effects. The study was focused
only on so-called model generalization. The attribute types are limited to data on a nominal
or ordinal measurement scale.

Generalization

Generalization of spatial data can be defined as the process of creating an application-
oriented abstraction of spatial data. Keywords in the above definition are application
orientation and abstraction of spatial data. Abstraction of spatial data involves reduction of
the derail of the data. This can be done for both the geometry and the attributes of spatial
objects. For inscance, when area objects are generalized, small areas can be joined with
neighbouring larger areas or the detail of attributes can be reduced by classification. In most
cases generalization of attributes also leads to a generalization in geometry.
A second keyword in the definition is application orientation. The generalization process
needs to be done with a certain application in mind. The requirements of the user or users
group must control the generalization process. This means a flexible generalization
procedure in order to meet the different requirements of the user.
The process of generalizing spatial data has been applied for ages. Until recently, the only
form has been cartographic generalization for visual presentation. The main object of
cartographic generalization is to change a map on a larger scale to a smaller scale. Typical
actions are removing (small) area objects and simplifying area geometry. Cartographic
generalization has been a manual procedure for a long time, but is more and more supporled
by automated procedures (Brassel & Weibel, 1988; Lee, 1995).
Due to the increasing use of geographical information systems another form of
generalization is increasingly being applied: model generalization. In the literature (e.g. Van
Smaalen, 1995) this form of generalization is also called information abstraction or database
generalization. We prefer the term database generalization. However, in most of the
literature the term model generalization is used and therefore we shall use this term here. In
model generalization the main object is not, to produce a readable map, but to achieve data
reduction. In practice, we quite often see a combination of model generalization and
cartographic generalization. First model generalization is carried out to achieve data
reduction, followed by cartographic generalization to produce a readable map.
The DLO Winand Staring Centre mainly carries out model generalization, because the main
object is generating input data for simulation models which are applied on regional and
national levels.

Three generalization methods for area objects

In this study the following three methods for gcncralization were compared:
- surface method;
- attribute class method;
- similarity method.
Below they will be discussed in more dctail. In Table I some characteristics of the three
methods are presented.
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Table l. Characteristics of the generalization methods

Method Generalization Application-
on basis of oriented

Application- Expert
oriented control knowledge
by

surface method

attribute class
method

similarity
method

geometry

attributes

geometry and
attributes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

importance
factor

similarity
factor

Surface method
According to the surface method generalization is performed on the basis of the geometry of
spatial objects. The surface of an area object is used as generalization criterion. Small areas
are joined with the adjacent largest area. The intensity of generalization can be controlled by
indicating the reduction in the number of areas. An advantage of this method is its
simplicity. A disadvantage is that the thematic aspects of the areas are not taken
account. The method can be characterized as application-independent.

Attribute class method
According to the attribute class method generalization is performed on the basis of the
classification hierarchy of attributes of spatial objects (Molenaar, 1989; Richardson, 1993).
Attributes of area objects can be presented at different levels in the classification hierarchy.
For instance, an area object of the type soil has different abstraction levels (Fig. l).
At the most detailed level (Level l) an area can be described as heavy clay. At a higher
level (Level 2) in the classification hierarchy the same area can be classified as clay.
Generalization can be performed by selecting a higher level in the classification hierarchy
and joining areas with the same attribute description. In this way no real application-oriented
generalization is achieved.
For some applications, however, it may be useful to keep some of the area objects on the
most detailed level, whereas for others a presentation at a higher level is sufficient. In the
implemented method the application dependency is achieved by adding an importance factor
to the attribute classes at the lowest level.

--..-.-. Level 3

--.---.-- Level 2

---.-.- Level 1

Fig I. Classification hierarchy of soil data

into
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Heavy clay (0.4)

Fig 2. Classification hierarchy with importance faclors
a) before gereralization
b) after generalization (threashold value of importance factor = 0.5)

The importance factor varies between 0 and 1.0 indicates that the attribute class at the
lowest level is of no importance to the specific application; I indicates a high importance !o
the application.
The user can control the generalization process by specifying the threashold value of the
importance factor. For instance, with a threasholdvalue of the importance factor of 0.5 all
the area objecs with higher factors will be displayed at the most detailed level, whereas
area objecs with lower values will be displayed at a higher hierarchical level (Fig. 2).
An advantage of the attribute class method is its application orientation. It also uses tfie
natural classification hierarchy, which is present in most spatial data. A disadvantage of the
method is the use of importance factors, the estimation of which requires quite a lot of
expert knowledge of the data and the requirements of the application field.

Similarily method
According to the similarity method generalization is done on the basis of the geometry and
attributes of area objects. Generalization is performed by evaluation of the generalization
error resulting from joining two area objects. Areas with the smallest generalization errors
will be joined first. The generalization error between area objects is calculated according to:

generalization errora,b = (l - similarity factor",o ) * surface"
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where the similarity factor is a value between 0 and 1, indicating the similarity between
attribute values of areas a and b. A factor of I indicates no difference for a certain
application, whereas a value of 0 indicates a large difference. Similarity factor values are
given with a certain application in mind. This is done in practice by filling in a similarity
matrix showing all the possible combinations of attribute values. In the calculation of the
generalization error the surface of the area is also taken into account, which means that
smaller areas have a greater chances of being joined with other areas than larger ones.
Advantages of the similarity method are its application orientation and the direct insight into
the generalization error. A disadvantage is the similarity matrix, which needs to be filled in
for each application. This requires quite a lot of knowledge of the data set and the
requirements of the application.

Quantifying the effect of generalization

In generalizing it is important to know the effects of the generalization process (Joao,l995).
Only then can the user make a good decision on the gcneralization method and the reduction
in the number of area objects.
Effect measures can be used to evaluate the effect of the generalization process. These
measures allow the user to compzue different strategies. Various measures can be defined.
The measures used in our study are described below.

Area reduction index
The area reduction index is a measure for the reduction of the number of area objects due t,o

the generalization process, and is defined as:

area reduction index = number of area objects aftcr gcneralization
number of area objects before gcneralization

The area reduction index is a simple measure and can be calculated for all three methods.

Surface change index
The surface change index is a measure for the change in the geometry of the area objecs
due to the generalization process, and is defined as:

surface change index =

The surface change index can be calculated for all thrce methods. It is one measure for the
whole data set. It is, however, also possible to calculate the changes at the attribute level.
This can be done by the attribute change table.
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Attribute change table
The attribute change table gives the change in surface per attribute due to the generalization.
This table allows the user to evaluate the effect of generalization for the different units.
Using this table the user can judge whether, due to the generalization process, there has
been a strong increase or decrease in a certain type of area object. The overall change in
attributes can also be presented in one measure: the attribute change index.

Attribute change index
The attribute change index gives an impression of the change in attribute descriptions of the
area objects, and is defined as:

attribute change index = sum of absolute surface differences per attribute
total surface

If the attribute change index has a value of 0, no surface changes in the different attributes
have occurred. The attribute change index can be calculated from the attribute change table.

Error index
The error index is a measure for the generalization eror and is defined as:

error index _ sum of generalization errors
total surface

The error index is based on the generalization errors, calculated for the similarity method.
The error index can only be calculatcd if similarity factors have been appointed to the
attributes. This must be done for the similarity method, but is not necessary for the other
methods.
The effect measures describcd above characLerize different aspects of the generalization
process. It is the user who must decide which method and generalization intensity are most
suitable for his application. The effect measures allow the user to make a sound decision on
basis of quantitative information.

An application

The three generalization merhods describcd have bcen implemented in Arc/Info and were
applied to a fragment of the digiral soil map of the Nethcrlands on a scale I : 50 000. Map
Sheet 39 East was used as tcst arca. This shcct contains the towns of Wageningen, Ede and
Rhenen. The soil data have a classification hicrarchy in two levcls. At the highest level there
are seven classes (pcat, sand, clay, watcr, etc.). At the sccond lcvel these seven classes are
divided into forty subclasses. For instance, sand is dividcd into coarse and fine sand. The
forty subclasses were mapped in the area as four hundred area objects. Similarity factors and
importance factors were assigned to all forty units on subclass level by an expert in soil
information. These factors were given with the application transporl of woter in the soil
profite in mind. For this application the texture of the soil plays an importiant role. The
number of area objects was strongly rcduced by gcneralization. The number of area objects
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of the l :250 000 soil map of the same area was used as focal point. The database of this
map conoains l18 area objects.
The preliminary results of the application show that the effect measures provide good
possibilities for the user of controlling and evaluating the generalization process.

Conclusions

In the last five years there has been a strong increase in l.he use of spatial data due to the
increasing use of geographical information systems. The availability of digital spatial data
offers the possibility of generating more information on demand. Generalization is one of
the processing activities which can bridge the gap between user demand and data
availability. To do so, the generalization process must be fast, flexible and application-
oriented. Model-based generalization offers good possibilities when information is requested
rather than a map. Practical implementations of model-based generalization are, however,
still limited.
This paper presents three methods for model-based generalization of area objects. The
application-sensitive methods, such as the attribute class method and the similarity method,
are preferable to the application-independent surface method. Application of the attribute
class method and the similarity method, however, requires quite a lot of knowledge of the
data and the application field. Estimating the importance and similarity factors proved to be
not easy in practice.
Determining and evaluating effect measures is essential to change the generalization process
from a magic exercise to a clear processing activity.
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Abstract

The Dutch National Institute of Public Health and Environment (RIVM) deals with scientif lc
research, on which national, regional and sometimes international policy is based. Supporting
policy decision making requires certain settings fbr scientiflc research and certain ways to present

results to decision makers at various levels.
This paper describes the role and position of aggregation in that process. The basic division into

three research stages (pre-processing, processing and posrprocessing) helps to identify specitic
matters in answering decision questions. Aggregation issues need to be addressed in both pre-

and post-processing. The huge databases are aimed at assisting the task of RIVM, but since

aggregations are involved in both stages it is not always certain whether the data are really
applicable to the decision question. Some examples are shown to highlight the specific
geographic problems involved in aggregation for policy support.

Introduction

Environmental policy in the Netherlands is often based on maps (RIVM 1995). These maps may

show locations of high or low emissions, transportation or deposition of compounds, regional

concentrations and where people or organisms may be affected by such compounds. This not only
goes for chemical compounds, but for associated factors as well, such as radiation, noise or
virtually any risk.
To assess possible benefits from measures and legislation in the domain of environmental policy,

decision makers have been used to set out generic measures, mainly aimed at emission reduction

in general (RIVM l99l). Such generic policy is guided by the idea that the situation is bad and
will improve by setting national or international standards and reference values. These are easily
tested and exceedances will show whether or not to activate additional policy.
In recent years some main risk factors for environment have been reduced in that manner. It now
becomes more important to focus on a region, assess possible risks fbr the environment and tackle
the most serious risks. It allows the occurrence of fbr instance concentrations above a ref'erence
value in a certain region, because the overall long-term load may be'saf'e'. This trade-otT
principle is seen to support sustainable development within regions.
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It is therefore important for the decision maker to receive information about the state of the
environment in a presentation that is tailored to a specific decision question. Presentation of maps
is crucial: recent reports on environment and environmental policy have indicated the importance
of maps in those reports (e.g. RIVM 1995).
This paper discusses the use at RM of aggregation in policy supporting mapping, The next
section will dissect the process leading to policy supporting maps, identifying the role of players
involved. Then, the a priori considerations will be addressed. The overview ends with the stage
in which aggregations are usually applied: just before presentation.

Policy supporting research for regions

Policy questions
To make environmental policy, especially the policy aimed at regions, the decision makers
involved pose typical questions, l ike the following ones.
| . Where are values exceeding certain reference values or standards? Those are the regions

where policy wil l focus its attention.
2. Given certain planned functions in a region (like recreation, nature, urban development), are

the local situations sufficient to support those functions for long periods of time (sustain-
abil ity)?

3. Given a certain budget, where can 'policy' best spend its money to enhance environmental
quality for a specific function?

4. Given a certain budget and set of measures, where can function best be planned to ensure
sustainable development of those functions within a region?

Clearly, it is not sutflcient to present maps depicting regional concentration differences, it is
important to know relations between measures, what they cost and what they yield in terms of
environmental quality, and the places where such measures can be implemented and the effect the
have. An eft'ect is composed of many aspects, for instance the effect on nature, on people, or even
on the regional economic situation. Environmental models usually only consider socio-economic
elements to a very l imited extent.

Three stages in research
Goodchild (1993) identif les three important stages in any research process. These stages are
present in regional policy supporting research as well.
|. ln pre-proce.rsirg the model is devised to solve a specific research problem or answer a

policy question. Algorithms and levels of resolution in both time and space are chosen so that
scientif ically sound results can be achieved.

2. During processitrg this planned result is actually obtained.
3. ln post-processing the scientiflc result is transformed to precisely match the decision maker's

needs. The final map may contain a simpler spatial pattern than the original result. Aggrega-
tions play a role in this final process (see the section on post-processing).

As simple as this division seems to be, actual research practice is less simple. The main reason is
that a separate research process builds on results fiom previous or other research. Therefbre,
elements of pre-processing and post-processing may atfect all three stages, as wil l be discussed in
the sections on this themes. It is especially important in the process of modell ing.

Modelling,
Environmental modell ing can be defined as the identif ication of relevant objects and their
relations and behaviour. Those objects need not be sharply bounded in space, relations can be
uncertain or fuzzy to some extent (Zimmerman 199 l). Most spatial characteristics of those
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objects and relations are stored in spatial data if they are sufficiently static: location, position,
topology and attributes. More dynamic elements of relations and behaviour are expressed in
equations and algorithms: processes in time and space. (Beerling et al. 1970)
Hence, one field of expertise is to compose equations and algorithms for value computation that
can be checked with observations. Since this part of modelling contains simplifications about
behaviour and relations, the computed result is often not exactly the same as (subsequent)
observations. The group of scientists involved almost exclusively consider their algorithms.
A quite different domain is occupied by people who focus on the more static part of the model:
the representation of the objects themselves. This is stored as data and in the case of spatial
characteristics as digital maps. These also contain simplifications and reality may be more
heterogeneous or variable than the map suggests.
Integrating the 'products' of these two groups is a difficult task, since data need not exactly
match the algorithm, or the combination need not yield the precise answer to a decision question.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have been found to assist in the integration of those two
domains (Goodchild et al. 1993\.

Players in the research process
Burough (1995) has discussed the traditional division between the two groups mentioned above,
and also shows the benefits of GIS. Van Beurden & Douven (in prep.) add the decision question,
since all parties should let the decision matter guide the modelling effort. This means that the
decision question should define which model (both algorithm and data) is to be considered for
answering that decision question and what (posr) processing is required to present results in the
appropriate way.

Figure I: Relations involved in the
decision supporting process (extension of
Burcough 1995).

Pre-processing considerations

Data model
A model is always a simplification of reality: elements are left out and the seemingly relevant
characteristics are described for the objects and their relations. However, any data will be either
analysed or used with algorithms to yield some result. When data are to be used with algorithms,
for example to compare policy scenarios, the data should match the requirements of the
algorithm. And, vice versa, an algorithm should not be used on ill-fitting data.
The research procedures at RIVM contain four logical steps for data modelling.
1. First describe the process involved in the detail required for answering the decision question.
2. Next choose and define a model: it either contains spatial relations or it doesn't, and it is

either static or dynamic.
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3. This model is transformed into algorithms to enable computation.
4. The model characteristics also define the areal units that can be chosen. It is found that non-

spatial, static models can use virtually any area of any size and shape; limitations grow when

the model is spatial; there are very strict limits to size and shape when the model is both

spatially intricate and dynamic. The data model is based on these limits.

limitations to
size and shape

Figure 2: Choosing areal units for the data model, based on the process characteri-

sation.

The limits are set by the model itself: a model can only be valid between size and shape limits.

For example, an empirical model about chemical behaviour in the soil, tested in a soil column

with a diame ter of 25 cm, need not be valid for computation on soil units of a size up to 10 km2.

It is however very tempting to do just that, since storing such detailed soil data and computing

them takes a lot of time. Obviously, data storage space and run-time play a role in the final choice

of the areal unit.
Thus, in some cases the model (data and algorithm) that is coincidentally present is used to try

and answer the decision question. Obviously, this may yield inappropriate maps. However, the

GIS is capable of transforming maps (especially the result maps) to the degree where they

actually make sense for the decision maker.

Aggregated input data
In some cases the data used as input for a 'model run' are themselves the result of a research
process. One of the finest examples is the soil map. Observations on point locations exhibit
variations over short distances. However, for the specific purposes (often agriculture) of the soil

map, these observations are classified and presented as map units. A map unit contains

variations, but these are not shown in the map. Soil map unit inclusions can no longer be located

in the map unit.
For some environmental modelling, e.g. the leaching of compounds like nitrogen, pesticides or

heavy metals, the texture variations are crucial. The soil map unit shows some form of a mean

texture class, with known variability. Though these inclusions and variations may be estimated
(Fisher 1993, Bierkens et al. 1994),it adds a touch ofuncertainty to any result based on that soil

map, originally compiled for a different purpose.
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Post-processing

Aim of aggregation
The model result can be used to support a decision. This at least is the purpose of policy
supporting maps produced by RIVM. It is of the utmost importance to present only the relevant
information to a decision maker, and not include anything that might make the map more
difficult to interpret. This is especially important since ministers, members of parliament and
ministerial civil servants have little time for such interpretation.
The main aim of aggregation in this post-processing stage for presentation is to present the right
message, the answer to the decision question. The map should therefore be simple, without
confusing detail, and retain the right information so that it is still scientifically justifiable. Van
Beurden & Van der Veen (1995) have demonstrated the inherently opposed targets of these two
principles. However, cartographic rules can be used to find the optimal solution. Aggregation is
one of the generalisation methods to obtain that optimal situation.

ffi t s f f i
per

@

'w
grid

zone

Figure 3: Approach A: first taking a mean per zone and then modelling; approach
B: first computing the model and then taking the mean per zone.

Two approaches
There are basically two approaches, as shown in figure 3, to yield an aggregated result map.
1. Approach A means that all required input maps area aggregated to the new (decision) level.

Subsequently the algorithms are applied and the model is'run'. The result is a map, which
shows the aggregated map units.

2. Approach B reverses that order. First, the model is 'run' to yield a result map, subsequently
only this result is aggregated.

When a model is relatively simple (for instance a first order equation), and the aggregation
method is simple (as is the mean in figure 3), both approaches should yield the same aggregated
result. But when one or both of them are more complex, both approaches can yield different
results. It then becomes necessary to examine the exact cause of the difference and evaluate what
result best retains the scientific message to get across.
The main method is to compare the two results. Differences are easily spotted or might be
computed with for instance a GIS. The overall image and pattern structure may be compared
using the overall cross-correlation.
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Figure 4 gives an example of a leaching process. For this compound (atrazine) the organic matter
content of the top soil and the occurrence of the target crop are the main input maps. The result is
an estimate of the groundwater concentration. The several maps show both approaches. The map
codes of figure 4 are shown in table 1, which gives the comparison between maps.

'able I: son between maps: likenes,

pec 25 nn pec l0 a l pec t 0b t Dec Dr a oec or bl

pec l0  a l 0.37 iiiiiii
pec 10 b l 0.4r 0.61 I

oec or al 0.28 0.42 I

oec or bl 0.36 0.54 0.89 1

Figure 4: Aggregation results (see text above), maps are shown perspectively
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Spatial pattern
Spatial patterns may be important to the decision maker. This may be based on the trade-off
principle, it may also be based on legal considerations. Not only the amount of 'spots' of high
concentration in a region may give cause for action, any cluster may be interpreted as increased
risk.
Consider the two maps in figure 5, depicting hypothetical extraction zones for drinking water. All
groundwater within the zone will arrive at the extraction zone within 30 years. The mean per
zone is equal, but the interpretation is that map 5b has a higher risk than map 5a.

Figure 5: Two extraction zones with the same meen concent-
ration, 5b having a higher risk than 5a.

Patterns can be quantitatively indicated per region. Every indicator technique uses specihc
assumptions, and therefore they can be used for specific decision support rules only. Such typical
spatial data can be used in decision making (Jankowski 1995).

M ulti-level consistency
For legislative purposes the requirement of comparability of decisions is becoming more
important. This is usually true for admission of compounds, planning or exemptions. Suppose for
instance that the European Union allows a certain pesticide on the market. A national
government can still decide to ban the pesticide in that country. However, if the compound is
banned on a European level, it cannot be allowed on the national level (EU directive
gl/4l4lEEC). The importance of the differences in result maps from different aggregation
approaches then becomes clear.

Concluding remarks

Aggregations are useful for presenting scientific results to decision makers, in some cases
perhaps even indispensable. It can help to clarify the scientists' message. The examples
presented in this paper are but a small portion of the procedures and maps used in RIVM's
decision supporting processes (more is exemplified in other RIVM publications, two of which are
mentioned in the references); they nevertheless show that aggregations should be used with
caution. It is therefore difficult to set strict criteria to choose aggregation techniques, it may even
make more sense to simply stress the alterations of the map's message when aggregation is
performed on the original data. The two approaches for aggregation can be guided by strict rules,
bounded however by data availability.
Aggregation touches on the subjects of choosing the appropriate areal tessellation for both
computation and presentation. It is simply one of the oldest geographic problems, sometimes
known as the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (Openshaw 1981). There is just no solution for it, it
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requires geographic and common sense to find the right representation. Storing such knowledge
in some kind of database may assist researchers operating in an intelligent GIS environment
(Bunough 1992).
The use and application of aggregation will be enhanced (both quantitatively and qualitatively)

when underpinning techniques are operational in GIS. For instance, pattern indicators are as yet
not too sophisticated and might be approved according to presently known theories (e.g. Cressie
1993, Isaaks & Srivastava 1989). This is but one example of techniques which are ready to be
improved.
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